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Abstract
The periodogram is a widely used tool to analyze second order stationary time
series. An attractive feature of the periodogram is that the expectation of the peri-
odogram is approximately equal to the underlying spectral density of the time series.
However, this is only an approximation, and it is well known that the periodogram
has a finite sample bias, which can be severe in small samples. In this paper, we show
that the bias arises because of the finite boundary of observation in one of the discrete
Fourier transforms which is used in the construction of the periodogram. In this paper,
we show that by using the best linear predictors of the time series over the boundary of
observation we can obtain a “complete periodogram” that is an unbiased estimator of
the spectral density. In practice, the “complete periodogram” cannot be evaluated as
the best linear predictors are unknown. We propose a method for estimating the best
linear predictors and prove that the resulting “estimated complete periodogram” has a
smaller bias than the regular periodogram. The estimated complete periodogram and
a tapered version of it are used to estimate parameters, which can be represented in
terms of the integrated spectral density. We prove that the resulting estimators have
a smaller bias than their regular periodogram counterparts. The proposed method is
illustrated with simulations and real data.
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1 Introduction
The analysis of a time series in the frequency domain has a long history dating back to Schus-
ter (1897, 1906). Schuster defined the periodogram as a method of identifying periodicities in
sunspot activity. Today, spectral analysis remains an active area of research with widespread
applications in several disciplines from astronomical data to the analysis of EEG signals in
the Neurosciences. Regardless of the discipline, the periodogram remains the defacto tool in
spectral analysis. The periodogram is primarily a tool for detecting periodicities in a signal
and various types of second order behaviour in a time series.
Despite the popularity of the periodogram, it well known that it can have a severe finite
sample bias (see Tukey (1967)). To be precise, we recall that tXtutPZ is a second order time
series if ErXts “ µ and the autocovariance can be written as cprq “ covrXt, Xt`rs for all
r and t P Z, Further, if řrPZ cprq2 ă 8, then fpωq “ řrPZ cprqeirω is the corresponding
spectral density function. To simplify the derivations we assume µ “ 0. The periodogram of
an observed time series tXtunt“1 is defined as Inpωq “ |Jnpωq|2, where Jnpωq is the “regular”
discrete Fourier transform (DFT), which is defined by
Jnpωq “ n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
Xte
itω with i “ ?´1.
It is well known that if
ř
rPZ |rcprq| ă 8, then ErInpωqs “ fnpωq “ fpωq`Opn´1q. However,
the seemingly small Opn´1q error can be large when the sample size is small and the spectral
density has a large peak. A more detailed analysis shows fnpωq is the convolution between the
true spectral density and the nth order Feje´r kernel Fnpλq “ 1n
´
sinpnλ{2q
sinλ{2
¯2
. This convolution
smooths out the peaks in the spectral density function due to the “sidelobes” in the Feje´r
kernel. This effect is often called the leakage effect and it is greatest when the spectral
density has a large peak and the sample size is small. Tukey (1967) showed that an effective
method for reducing leakage is to taper the data and evaluate the periodogram of the tapered
data. Brillinger (1981) and Dahlhaus (1983) showed that asymptotically the periodogram
based on tapered time series shared many properties similar to the non-tapered periodogram.
The number of points that are tapered will impact the bias, thus Hurvich (1988) proposed
a method for selecting the amount of tapering. A theoretical justification for the reduced
bias of the tapered periodogram seen in the simulations and real data is derived in Dahlhaus
(1988). More precisely, within an alternative asymptotic framework, Dahlhaus (1988) proved
that the bias of the periodogram using the tapered DFT is less than the regular periodogram.
Despite the clear advantages of tapering, using regular asymptotics where we let the sample
size nÑ 8, the bias remains Opn´1q.
In this paper, we offer an alternative approach, which even within the regular asymptotic
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framework yields a “periodogram” with a bias of order less than Opn´1q. The approach
is motivated by the results in Subba Rao and Yang (2020) (from now on referred to as
SY20). The objective of SY20 is to understand the connection between the Gaussian and
Whittle likelihood of a short memory stationary time series. The crucial piece in the puzzle
is the so called complete discrete Fourier transform (complete DFT). SY20 showed that the
regular DFT coupled with the complete DFT (defined below) can be used to decompose
the inverse of the Toeplitz matrix. This result is used to show that the Gaussian likelihood
can be represented within the frequency domain. However, it is our view that the complete
DFT may be of independent interest. In particular, the complete DFT and corresponding
periodogram may be a useful tool in spectral analysis, overcoming some of the bias issues
mentioned above.
We first define the complete DFT and its relationship to the periodogram. Following
SY20, we assume that the spectral density of the underlying second order stationary time
series is bounded and strictly positive. Under these conditions, for any τ P Z we can define
the best linear predictor of Xτ given the observed time series tXtunt“1. We denote this
predictor as pXτ,n. Based on these predictors we define the complete DFT
rJnpω; fq “ Jnpωq ` pJnpω; fq (1.1)
where
pJnpω; fq “ n´1{2 0ÿ
τ“´8
pXτ,neiτω ` n´1{2 8ÿ
τ“n`1
pXτ,neiτω (1.2)
is the predictive DFT. Using the properties of best linear predictors, in particular for 1 ď
t ď n and τ P Z that covrXt, pXτ,ns “ cpt´ τq, it is easily shown
covr rJnpω; fq, Jnpωqs “ fpωq for ω P r0, pis. (1.3)
The key observation is that by including the predictions outside the domain of observation
in one DFT (see Figure 1 for an illustration) but not the other, leads to a periodogram
with no bias. Based on (1.3), we define the unbiased “complete” periodogram Inpω; fq “rJnpω; fqJnpωq.
Our objectives in this paper are two-fold. The first is estimating Inpω; fq. Unlike the
regular periodogram, Inpω; fq involves unknown parameters and needs to be estimated. For
most time series models Inpω; fq does not have a simple analytic form. Instead in Section 2.3
we derive an approximation of Inpω; fq, and propose a method for estimating the approx-
imation. Both the approximation and estimation will induce errors in Inpω; fq. However,
we prove, under mild conditions, that the bias of the resulting estimator of Inpω; fq is less
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than Opn´1q. We show in the simulations (Section 4.1), that this yields a periodogram that
tends to better capture the peaks of the underlying spectral density. In Section 2.4, we
propose a variant of the estimated complete periodogram, which tapers the regular DFT.
In the simulations, it appears to improve on the non-tapered complete periodogram. Our
second objective is to apply the complete periodogram to estimation. Many parameters in
time series can be represented as a weighted integral of the spectral density. In Section 3 we
consider integrated periodogram estimators, where the spectral density is replaced with the
estimated complete periodogram. We show that such estimators have a lower order bias than
their regular periodogram counterparts. It is important to note that the aims and scope of
the current paper are very different from those in SY20. In SY20, we used an estimator of
Inpω; fq to obtain a variant of the Whittle likelihood. However, in SY20, we did not consider
the sampling properties of Inpω; fq nor its estimator. The primary focus in SY20 was the
role that the complete periodogram played in the approximation of the Gaussian with the
Whittle likelihood. Nevertheless, the results in the current paper can be used for inference
for the frequency domain estimators considered in SY20.
In Section 4 we illustrate the proposed methodology with simulations. The simulations
corroborate our theoretical findings that the estimated complete periodogram reduces the
bias of the regular periodogram. In Section 5 we apply the proposed methods to the vi-
brations analysis of ball bearings. The estimated complete periodogram, proposed in this
paper, is available as an R package called cspec on CRAN.
The proof for the results in this paper, further simulations and analysis of the classical
sunspot data can be found in the supplementary material.
2 The complete periodogram and DFT
In order to understand the complete periodogram and its properties, we first note that for
τ P Z, the best linear predictor of Xτ given tXtunt“1 is
pXτ,n “ nÿ
t“1
φt,npτ ; fqXt, (2.1)
where tφt,npτ ; fqunt“1 are the coefficients which minimize the L2-distance
ErXτ ´
nÿ
t“1
φt,npτ ; fqXts2 “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
ˇˇ
eiτω ´
nÿ
t“1
φt,npτ ; fqeitω
ˇˇ2
fpωqdω.
An illustration of the observed time series and the predictors is given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The complete DFT is the Fourier transform of t pXτ,nu over τ P Z.
Substituting (2.1) into (1.2) rewrites the predictive DFT as
pJnpω; fq “ n´1{2 nÿ
t“1
Xt
«
0ÿ
τ“´8
φt,npτ ; fqeiτω `
8ÿ
τ“n`1
φt,npτ ; fqeiτω
ff
.
In the following sections we propose a method for estimating pJnpω; fq, thus the complete
DFT and corresponding periodogram, based on the above representation.
However, we conclude this section by attempting to understand the “origin” of the DFT
in the analysis of a stationary time series. We do this by connecting the complete DFT with
the orthogonal increment process of the associated time series. Suppose that Zpωq is the
orthogonal increment process associated with the stationary (Gaussian) time series tXtutPZ
and f the corresponding spectral density. By using Theorem 4.9.1 in Brockwell and Davis
(2006) we can show that
E rXτ |X1, . . . , Xns “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
e´iωτErdZpωq|X1, . . . , Xns “
?
n
2pi
ż 2pi
0
e´iωτ rJnpω; fqdω @τ P Z.
Based on the above, heuristically, ErdZpωq|X1, . . . , Xns “ ?n rJnpω; fqdω and ?n rJnpω; fq
is the derivative of the orthogonal increment process conditioned on the observed time se-
ries. Under Assumption 2.1, below, it can be shown that varr pJnpω; fqs “ Opn´1q, whereas
varrJnpωqs “ fn “ Op1q. Based on this, since rJnpω; fq “ Jnpωq` pJnpω; fq, then?n rJnpω; fq «?
nJnpωq. Thus the regular DFT,?nJnpωq, can be viewed as an approximation of the deriva-
tive of the orthogonal increment process conditioned on the observed time series.
2.1 The ARppq model and an ARp8q approximation
We recall that complete periodogram involves pJnpω; fq which is a function of the unknown
spectral density. Thus the complete periodogram cannot be directly evaluated. Instead, the
prediction coefficients need to be estimated. For general spectral density functions, this will
be impossible since for each τ , tφt,npτ ; fqunt“1 is an unwieldy function of the autocovariance
function. However, for certain spectral density functions, it is possible. Below we consider
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a class of models where pJnpω; fq has a relatively simple analytic form. We will use this as a
basis of obtaining an approximation of pJnpω; fq.
Suppose that fppωq “ σ2|1 ´ řpj“1 aje´ijω|´2 is the spectral density of the time series
tXtutPZ (it is a finite order autoregressive model ARppq) and where the characteristic polyno-
mial associated with tajupj“1 has roots lying outside the unit circle. Clearly, we can represent
the time series tXtutPZ as
Xt “
pÿ
j“1
ajXt´j ` εt t P Z
where tεtutPZ are uncorrelated random variables with Erεts “ 0 and varrεts “ σ2. For finite
order ARppq processes with autoregressive coefficients tajupj“1, the best linear predictor of
X0 and Xn`1 given tXtunt“1 are pX0,n “ řpj“1 ajXj and pXn`1,n “ řpj“1 ajXn`1´j respectively.
In general, we can iteratively define the best linear predictors pX1´τ,n and pXn`τ,n to be
pX1´τ,n “ pÿ
j“1
aj pX1´τ`j,n and pXn`τ,n “ pÿ
j“1
aj pXn`τ´j,n for τ ě 1,
where pXt,n “ Xt for 1 ď t ď n. Using these expansions, SY20 (equation (2.1)) show that if
p ď n, then
pJnpω; fpq “ n´1{2
appωq
pÿ
`“1
X`
p´ÿ`
s“0
a``se´isω ` einω n
´1{2
appωq
pÿ
`“1
Xn`1´`
p´ÿ`
s“0
a``seips`1qω , (2.2)
where appωq “ 1 ´řpj“1 aje´ijω. The above expression tells us that for finite order autore-
gressive models, estimation of the predictive DFT, pJnpω; fpq, only requires us to estimate p
autoregressive parameters.
However, for general second order stationary time series, such simple expressions are not
possible. But (2.2) provides a clue to obtaining a near approximation, based on the ARp8q
representation that many stationary time series satisfy. It is well known that if the spectral
density f is bounded and strictly positive with
ř
rPZ |cprq| ă 8, then it has an ARp8q
representation see Baxter (1962) (see also equation (2.3) in Kreiss et al. (2011))
Xt “
8ÿ
j“1
ajXt´j ` εt t P Z
where tεtutPZ are uncorrelated random variables. Unlike finite order autoregressive models,pJnpω; fq cannot be represented in terms of taju8j“1, since it only involves the sum of the
best finite predictors (not infinite predictors). Instead, we define an approximation based on
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(2.2), but using the ARp8q representation
pJ8,npω; fq “ n´1{2
apω; fq
nÿ
`“1
X`
8ÿ
s“0
a``se´isω ` einω n
´1{2
apω; fq
nÿ
`“1
Xn`1´`
8ÿ
s“0
a``seips`1qω
“ bpω; fq?
n
nÿ
`“1
X`
8ÿ
s“0
a``se´isω ` einω bpω; fq?
n
nÿ
`“1
Xn`1´`
8ÿ
s“0
a``seips`1qω (2.3)
where apω; fq “ 1´ř8j“1 aje´ijω and bpω; fq “ 1`ř8j“0 bje´ijω (tbju are the corresponding
the moving average coefficients in the MAp8q representation of tXtu). Though seemingly
unwieldy, (2.3) has a simple interpretation. It corresponds to the Fourier transform of the
best linear predictors of Xτ given the infinite future tXtu8t“1 (if τ ď 0) and Xτ given in
the infinite past tXtunt“´8 (if τ ą n), but are truncated to the observed terms tXtunt“1. Of
course, this is not pJnpω; fq. However, we show that
I8,npω; fq “ rJnpωq ` pJ8,npω; fqsJnpωq (2.4)
is a close approximation of the complete periodogram, Inpω; fq. To do so, we require the
following assumptions.
2.2 Assumptions and preliminary results
The first set of assumptions is on the second order structure of the time series.
Assumption 2.1 tXtutPZ is a second order stationary time series, where
(i) The spectral density, f , is a bounded and strictly positive function.
(ii) For some K ě 1, the autocovariance function is such that řrPZ |rKcprq| ă 8.
Assumption 2.1(ii) is satisfied for all spectral densities with (i) rKs`1 times differentiable if
K R N (where rKs denotes the smallest integer larger thanK) or (ii)K`1 times differentiable
and f pK`1qp¨q is α-Ho¨lder continuous for some 0 ă α ď 1 and K P N. We mention that
under Assumption 2.1, the corresponding ARp8q and MAp8q coefficients are such thatř
jPZ |jKaj| ă 8 and
ř
jPZ |jKbj| ă 8 (see Lemma 2.1 in Kreiss et al. (2011).
The next set of assumptions are on the higher order cumulants structure of the time
series.
Assumption 2.2 tXtu is an 2m-order stationary time series such that Er|Xt|2ms ă 8 and
cumpXt, Xt`s1 , ..., Xt`sh´1q “ cumpX0, Xs1 , . . . , Xsh´1q “ κhps1, ..., sh´1q for all t, s1, ...sh´1 P
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Z with h ď 2m. Further, the joint cumulant tκhps1, ..., sh´1qu satisfiesÿ
s1,...,sh´1
|κhps1, . . . , sh´1q| ă 8 for 2 ď h ď 2m.
Before studying the approximation error when replacing Inpω; fq with I8,npω; fq we first
obtain some preliminary results on the complete periodogram Inpω; fq.
Properties of the complete periodogram and comparisons with the regular peri-
odogram
The following (unsurprising) result concerns the order of contribution of the predictive DFT
in the complete periodogram. Suppose Assumptions 2.1 (with K ě 1) and 2.2 (for m “ 2)
hold. Let pJnpω; fq be defined as in (1.2). Then
Er pJnpω; fqJnpωqs “ Opn´1q, varr pJnpω; fqJnpωqs “ Opn´2q. (2.5)
The details of the proof of the above can be found in Appendix A.1.
There are two main differences between the complete periodogram and the regular pe-
riodogram. The first is that the complete periodogram can be complex, however the ex-
pectation of the imaginary part is zero and is of order Opn´1q. Thus without any loss of
generality we can focus on the real part of the complete periodogram rJnpω; fqJnpωq, denotes
< rJnpω; fqJnpωq. Second, unlike the regular periodogram, < rJnpω; fqJnpωq, can be negative.
Therefore if positivity is desired it makes sense to threshold < rJnpω; fqJnpωq to be non-zero.
Thresholding < rJnpω; fqJnpωq to be non-zero induces a small bias. But we observe from the
simulations in Section 4 that the bias is small (see the middle column in Figures 2´4 where
the average of the thresholded true complete periodogram for various models is given).
In the simulations, we observe that the variance of the complete periodogram tends to
be larger than the variance of the regular periodogram, especially at frequencies where the
spectral density peaks. To understand why, we focus on the case that the time series is
Gaussian. For the complete periodogram, it can be shown that
varrInpω; fqs “ varr rJnpω; fqs ¨ varrJnpωqs `Opn´2q.
By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have for all n that
varr rJnpω; fqs ¨ varrJnpωqs ě |covr rJnpω; fq, Jnpωqs|2 “ fpωq2.
Thus the variance of the complete periodogram is such that varrInpω; fqs ě fpωq2. By con-
trast the variance of the regular periodogram is varrInpωqs « fnpωq2 ă fpωq2. Nevertheless,
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despite an increase in variance of the periodogram, our simulations suggest that this may be
outweighed by a substantial reduction in the bias of the complete periodogram (see Figures
2´4 and Table 1).
The complete periodogram and its ARp8q approximation
Our aim is to estimate the predictive component in the complete periodogram; pJnpω; fqJnpωq.
As a starting point, we use the above assumptions to bound the difference between Inpω; fq
and I8,npω; fq.
Theorem 2.1 Suppose Assumption 2.1 and 2.2 (for m “ 2) hold. Let Inpω; fq “ rJnpω; fqJnpωq
and I8,npω; fq is defined as in (2.4). Then
I8,npω; fq “ Inpω; fq `∆0pωq, (2.6)
where supω Er∆0pωqs “ O
`
n´K
˘
, supω varr∆0pωqs “ O
`
n´2K
˘
.
PROOF. See Appendix A.1. l
A few comments on the above approximation are in order. Observe that the approxi-
mation error between the complete periodogram and its infinite approximation is of order
Opn´Kq. For ARppq processes (where p ď n) this term would not be there. For ARp8q
representations with coefficients that geometrically decay (e.g., an ARMA process), then
|I8,npω; fq ´ Inpω; fq| “ Oppρnq, for some 0 ď ρ ă 1. On the other hand, if the ARp8q
representation has an algebraic decaying coefficients, aj „ |j|´K´1´δ (for some δ ą 0), then
|I8,npω; fq´ Inpω; fq| “ Oppn´Kq. In summary, nothing that Inpω; fq is an unbiased estima-
tor of f , if K ą 1, then I8,npω; fq has a smaller bias than the regular periodogram.
Now the aim is to estimate pJ8,npω; fq. There are various ways this can be done. In this
paper, we approximate the underlying time series with an ARppq process and estimate the
ARppq parameters. This approximation will incur two sources of errors. The first is approxi-
mating an ARp8q process with a finite order ARppq model, the second is the estimation error
when estimating the parameters in the ARppq model. In the following section, we obtain
bounds for these errors.
Remark 2.1 (Alternative estimation methods) As pointed out by a referee for SY20,
if the underlying spectral density is highly complex with several peaks, fitting a finite order
ARppq model may not be able to reduce the bias. An alternative method is to use the smooth
periodogram to estimate the predictive DFT. That is to estimate the ARp8q parameters and
MAp8q transfer function bpωq in (2.3) using an estimate of the spectral density function.
This can be done by first estimating the cepstral coefficients (Fourier coefficients of log fpωq)
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using the method Wilson (1972). Then, by using the recursive algorithms obtained in Pourah-
madi(1983, 1984, 2000) and Krampe et al. (2018) one can extract estimators of ARp8q and
MAp8q parameters from the cepstral coefficients. It is possible that the probabilistic bounds
for the estimates obtained in Krampe et al. (2018) can be used to obtain bounds for the
resulting predictive DFT, but this remains an avenue for future research.
2.3 An approximation of the complete DFT
We return to the definition of the predictive DFT in equation (1.2), which is comprised of
the best linear predictors outside the domain of observation. In time series, it is common to
approximate the best linear predictors with the predictors based on a finite ARppq recursion
(the so called plug-in estimators; see Bhansali (1996) and Kley et al. (2019)). This ap-
proximation corresponds to replacing f in pJnpω; fq with fp, where fp is the spectral density
corresponding to “best fitting” ARppq model based on f .
It is well known that the best fitting ARppq coefficients, given the covariances tcprqu, are
ap “ pa1,p, ..., ap,pq1 “ R´1p rp, (2.7)
whereRp is the pˆp Toeplitz variance matrix with pRpqps,tq “ cps´tq and rp “ pcp1q, . . . , cppqq1.
This leads to the ARppq spectral density approximation of f
fppωq “ σ2|appωq|´2, where appωq “ 1´
pÿ
j“1
aj,pe
´ijω.
The coefficients taj,pupj“1 are used to construct the plug-in prediction estimators for Xτ (τ ď 0
or τ ą n). This in turn gives the approximation of the predictive DFT pJnpω; fpq where the
analytic form for pJnpω; fpq is given in (2.2), with the coefficients aj replaced with aj,p.
Using rJnpω; fpq “ Jnpωq` pJnpω; fpq we define the following approximation of the complete
periodogram
Inpω; fpq “ rJnpω; fpqJnpωq. (2.8)
We now obtain a bound for the approximation error, where we replace I8,npω; fq with
Inpω; fpq.
Theorem 2.2 Suppose Assumption 2.1 holds with K ą 1. Let I8,npω; fq and Inpω; fpq, be
defined as in (2.4) and (2.8) respectively. Then we have
Inpω; fpq “ I8,npω; fq `∆1pωq, (2.9)
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where supω Er∆1pωqs “ O
`pnpK´1q´1˘, supω varr∆1pωqs “ O `pnpK´1q´2˘.
PROOF. See Appendix A.1. l
Applying Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we observe that Inpω; fpq has a smaller bias than the
regular periodogram
ErInpω; fpqs “ fpωq `O
ˆ
1
npK´1
˙
.
In particular, the bias is substantially smaller than the usual Opn´1q bias. Indeed, if the
true underlying process has an ARpp˚q representation where p˚ ă p, then the bias is zero.
However, in reality, the true spectral density and best fitting ARppq approximation f and fp
respectively are unknown, and they need to be estimated from the observed data.
To estimate the best fitting ARppq model, we replace the autocovariances with the sample
autocovariances to yield the Yule-Walker estimator of the best fitting ARppq parameters
pap “ ppa1,p, . . . ,pap,pq1 “ pR´1p,n prp,n, (2.10)
where pRp,n is the p ˆ p sample covariance matrix with p pRp,nqps,tq “ pcnps ´ tq and prp,n “
ppcnp1q, . . . ,pcnppqq1 where pcnpkq “ n´1 řn´|k|t“1 XtXt`k. We define the estimated ARppq spectral
density
pfppωq “ |pappωq|´2 where pappωq “ 1´ pÿ
j“1
paj,pe´ijω.
Observe that we have ignored including an estimate of the innovation variance in pfppωq as
it plays no role in the definition of pJnpω; fpq. Using this we define the estimated complete
DFT as rJnpω; pfpq “ Jnpωq ` pJnpω; pfpq, where
pJnpω; pfpq “ n´1{2pappωq
pÿ
`“1
X`
p´ÿ`
s“0
pa``s,pe´isω ` einω n´1{2pappωq
pÿ
`“1
Xn`1´`
p´ÿ`
s“0
pa``s,peips`1qω (2.11)
and corresponding estimated complete periodogram based on pfp is
Inpω; pfpq “ rJnpω; pfpqJnpωq. (2.12)
We now show that with the estimated ARppq parameters the resulting estimated complete
periodogram has a smaller bias (in the sense of Bartlett) than the regular periodogram.
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Theorem 2.3 Suppose Assumptions 2.1(i) and 2.2 (where m ě 6 and is multiple of two)
hold. Let Inpω; fpq and Inpω; pfpq be defined as in (2.8) and (2.12) respectively. Then we have
the following decomposition
Inpω; pfpq “ Inpω; fpq `∆2pωq `Rnpωq (2.13)
where ∆2pωq is the dominating error with
sup
ω
Er∆2pωqs “ O
ˆ
p3
n2
˙
, sup
ω
varr∆2pωqs “ O
ˆ
p4
n2
˙
and Rnpωq is such that supω |Rnpωq| “ Op
`pp2{nqm{4˘.
PROOF. See Appendix A.1. l
We now apply Theorems 2.1´2.3 to obtain a bound for the approximation error between
the estimated complete periodogram Inpω; pfpq and the complete periodogram.
Corollary 2.1 Suppose Assumptions 2.1 (K ą 1) and 2.2 (where m ě 6 and is a multiple
of two) hold. Let Inpω; fq “ rJnpω; fqJnpωq and Inpω; pfpq be defined as in (2.12) respectively.
Then we have
Inpω; pfpq “ Inpω; fq `∆pωq `Opˆpm{2
nm{4
˙
,
where ∆pωq “ ∆0pωq `∆1pωq `∆2pωq (with ∆jp¨q as defined in Theorems 2.1´2.3),
supω Er∆pωqs “ OppnpK´1q´1 ` p3{n2q and supω varr∆pωqs “ Opp4{n2q.
PROOF. The result immediately follows from Theorems 2.1´2.3. l
To summarize, by predicting across the boundary using the estimated ARppq parameters
heuristically we have reduced the “bias” of the periodogram. More precisely, if the proba-
bilistic error Rnpωq is such that pm{2nm{4 ăă p
3
n2
. Then the “bias” as in the sense of Bartlett
is
ErInpω; pfpqs “ fpωq `Oˆ 1
npK´1
` p
3
n2
˙
.
Consequently, for K ą 1, and p chosen such that
p3{nÑ 0, as p, nÑ 8, (2.14)
then the “bias” will be less than the Opn´1q order. This can make a substantial difference
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when n is small or the underlying spectral density has a large peak. Of course in practice
the order p needs to be selected. This is usually done using the AIC. In which case the above
results need to be replaced with p, where p is selected to minimize the AIC
AICppq “ log pσ2p,n ` 2pn ,
pσ2p,n “ 1n´Kn řnt“KnpXt ´řpj“1 paj,pXt´jq2, Kn is such that K2`δn „ n for some δ ą 0 and the
order p is chosen such that p“ arg min1ďkďKn AICpkq. To show that the selected p satisfies
(2.14), we use the conditions in Ing and Wei (2005) who assume that the underlying time
series is a linear, stationary time series with an ARp8q that satisfies Assumption K.1´K.4
in Ing and Wei (2005). Under Assumption 2.1, and applying Baxter’s inequality, the ARp8q
coefficients satisfy
8ÿ
j“1
|aj ´ aj,p|2 ď
` 8ÿ
j“1
|aj ´ aj,p|
˘2 ď C` 8ÿ
j“p`1
|aj|
˘2 “ O `p´2K˘ . (2.15)
Under these conditions, Ing and Wei (2005) obtain a bound for p. In particular, if the
underlying time series has an exponential decaying AR coefficients, then p“ Opplog nq (see
Example 1 in Ing and Wei (2005)) on the other hand if the rate of decay is polynomial order
satisfying (2.15), then p“ Oppn1{p1`2Kqq (see Example 2 in Ing and Wei (2005)). Thus, for
for both these cases we have p3{n PÑ 0 and p PÑ 8 as nÑ 8.
In summary, using the AIC as a method for selecting p, yields an estimated complete
periodogram that has a lower bias than the regular periodogram.
Remark 2.2 (Possible extensions) There are two generalisations which are of interest.
The first is whether these results generalize to the long memory time series setting. Our
preliminary analysis suggests that it does. However, it is technically quite challenging to
prove. The second is how to deal with missing observations in the observed time series.
Imputation is a classical method for missing time series. Basic calculations suggest that
imputation in the complete DFT, but setting the missing values to zero in the regular DFT,
may yield a near unbiased complete periodogram. Again, we leave this for future research.
2.4 The tapered complete periodogram
We recall that the complete periodogram extends the “domain” of observation by predicting
across the boundary for one of the DFTs, but keeping the other DFT the same. Our
simulations suggest that a further improvement can be made by “softening” the boundary
of the regular DFT by using a data taper. Unusually, unlike the classical data taper, we
only taper the regular DFT, but keep the complete DFT as in (1.1). Precisely we define the
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tapered complete periodogram as
Ih,npω; fq “ rJnpω; fqJh,npωq, where Jh,npωq “ n´1{2 nÿ
t“1
ht,nXte
itω
and h “ tht,nunt“1 are positive weights. Again by using that covrXt. pXτ,ns “ cpt ´ τq for
1 ď t ď n and τ P Z it is straightforward to show that
ErIh,npω; fqs “
`
n´1
nÿ
t“1
ht,n
˘ ¨ fpωq for ω P r0, pis.
Thus to ensure that Ih,npω; fq is an unbiased estimator of f , we constrain the tapered weights
to be such that
řn
t“1 ht,n “ n. Unlike the regular tapered periodogram, for any choice of
tht,nu (under the constraint řnt“1 ht,n “ n), Ih,npω; fq will be an unbiased estimator of (no
smoothness assumptions on the taper is required). But it seems reasonable to use standard
tapers when defining tht,nu. In particular, to let
ht,n “ cnhnpt{nq
where cn “ n{H1,n and
Hq,n “
nÿ
t“1
hnpt{nqq, q ě 1. (2.16)
A commonly used taper is the Tukey (also called the cosine-bell) taper, where
hn
ˆ
t
n
˙
“
$’&’%
1
2
r1´ cosppipt´ 1
2
q{dqs 1 ď t ď d
1 d` 1 ď t ď n´ d
1
2
r1´ cosppipn´ t` 1
2
q{dqs n´ d` 1 ď t ď n
. (2.17)
Since we do not observe the spectral density f , we use the estimated tapered complete
periodogram
Ih,npω; pfpq “ rJnpω; pfpqJh,npωq (2.18)
where pfp is defined in Section 2.3. In the corollary below we obtain that the asymptotic bias
of the estimated tapered complete periodogram, this result is analogous to the non-tapered
result in Corollary 2.1.
Corollary 2.2 Suppose the Assumptions in Corollary 2.1 hold. Let Ih,npω; pfpq be defined as
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in (2.18) where
řn
t“1 ht,n “ n and supt,n |ht,n| ă 8. Then we have
Ih,npω; pfpq “ Ih,npω; fq `∆hpωq `Opˆpm{2
nm{4
˙
,
where supω Er∆hpωqs “ O
`pnpK´1q´1 ` p3{n2˘ and supω varr∆hpωqs “ O pp4{n2q.
PROOF. See Appendix A.2. l
Theoretically, it is unclear using the tapered estimated complete improves on the non-
tapered estimated complete periodogram. But in the simulations, we do observe an improve-
ment in the bias of the estimator when using (2.17) with d “ n{10 (this will require further
research). In contrast, in Section 3 we show that the choice of data taper does have an
impact on the variance of estimators based on the complete periodogram.
3 The integrated complete periodogram
We now apply the estimated (tapered) complete periodogram to estimating parameters in
a time series. Many parameters in time series can be rewritten in terms of the integrated
spectral mean
Apgq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωqfpωqdω,
where gp¨q is an integrable function that is determined by an underlying parameter, Apgq.
Examples of interesting functions g are discussed at the end of this section.
The above representation motivates the following estimator of Apgq, where we replace the
spectral density function f with the regular periodogram, to yield the following estimators
AI,npgq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωqInpωqdω or AS,npgq “ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
gpωk,nqInpωk,nq, (3.1)
of Apgq where ωk,n “ 2pikn . See, for example, Milhøj (1981); Dahlhaus and Janas (1996);
Bardet et al. (2008); Eichler (2008); Niebuhr and Kreiss (2014); Mikosch and Zhao (2015)
and Subba Rao (2018). However, similar to the regular periodogram, the integrated regular
periodogram has an Opn´1q bias
ErAx,npgqs “ Apgq `Opn´1q x P tI, Su
which can be severe for “peaky” spectral density functions and small sample sizes. Ideally,
we could replace the periodogram in (3.1) with the complete periodogram Inpω; fq this
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would produce an unbiased estimator. Of course, this is infeasible, since f is unknown.
Thus motivated by the results in Section 2.3, to reduce the bias in Ax,npgq we propose
replacing Inpωq with the estimated complete periodogram Inpω; pfpq or the tapered complete
periodogram Ih,npω; pfpq to yield the estimated integrated complete periodogram
AI,npg; pfpq “ ż 2pi
0
gpωqIh,npω; pfpqdω and AS,npg; pfpq “ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
gpωk,nqIh,npωk,n; pfpq (3.2)
of Apgq. Note that the above formulation allows for the non-tapered complete periodogram
(by setting ht,n “ 1 for 1 ď t ď n).
In the following theorem, we show that the (estimated) integrated complete periodogram
has a bias that has lower order than the integrated regular periodogram and is asymptotically
“closer” to the ideal integrated complete periodogram Ax,npg; fq than the integrated regular
periodogram.
Theorem 3.1 Suppose the assumptions in Corollary 2.1 hold. Further, suppose that the
functions g and its derivative are continuous on the torus r0, 2pis. For x P tI, Su, define
Ax,npg; fq and Ax,npg; pfpq as in (3.1) and (3.2) respectively, where řnt“1 ht,n “ n and
supt,n |ht,n| ă 8. Then
Ax,npg; pfpq “ Ax,npg; fq `∆pgq `Opˆpm{2
nm{4
˙
where Er∆pgqs “ O `pnpK´1q´1 ` p3{n2˘ and varr∆pgqs “ O `pnpK´1q´2 ` p6{n3˘.
PROOF. See Appendix A.2. l
From the above theorem we observe that if m ě 6, then the term ∆pgq “ OpppnpK´1q´1 `
p3{n3{2q dominates the probablistic error. This gives
Ax,npg; pfpq “ Ax,npg; fq `Opˆ 1
npK´1
` p
3
n3{2
˙
.
Further, in the case of the integrated complete periodogram if p
m{2
nm{4 ăă p
3
n2
, then the bias (in
the sense of Bartlett) is
ErAI,npg; pfpqs “ Apgq `Oˆ 1
npK´1
` p
3
n2
˙
.
since ErAI,npg; fqs “ Apgq.
We now evaluate an expression for the asymptotic variance of Ax,npg; pfpq. We show
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that asymptotically the variance is same as if the predictive part of the periodogram;pJnpω; pfpqJh,npωq were not included in the definition of Ih,npω; pfpq. To do so, we require
the condition
H1,n
H
1{2
2,n
ˆ
p3
n3{2
˙
Ñ 0 as p, nÑ 8, (3.3)
which ensures the predictive term is negligible as compared to the main term. Observe that,
by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (3.3) holds for all tapers if p3{n Ñ 0 as p, n Ñ 8.
Therefore, by the same argument at the end of Section 2.3, if the order p is selected using
the AIC, (3.3) holds for any taper.
Corollary 3.1 Suppose the assumptions in Corollary 2.1 hold. Let the data taper tht,nu be
such that ht,n “ cnhnpt{nq where cn “ n{H1,n and hn : r0, 1s Ñ R is a sequence of taper
functions which satisfy the taper conditions in Section 5, Dahlhaus (1988). For x P tI, Su,
define Ax,npg; pfpq as in (3.2) and suppose p, n satisfy (3.3). Then
H21,n
H2,n
varrAx,npg; pfpqs “ pV1 ` V2 ` V3q ` op1q
where Hq,n is defined in (2.16),
V1 “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωqgp´ωqfpωq2dω, V2 “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
|gpωq|2fpωq2dω and
V3 “ 1p2piq2
ż 2pi
0
ż 2pi
0
gpω1qgpω2qf4pω1,´ω1, ω2qdω1dω2,
where f4 is the 4th order cumulant spectrum.
PROOF. See Appendix A.2. l
From the above, we observe that when tapering is used, the asymptotic variance of Ax,npg; pfpq
is OpH2,n{H21,nq. If hn ” h for all n for some h : r0, 1s Ñ R with bounded variation, then
above rate has the limit
nH2,n
H21,n
Ñ
ş1
0
hpxq2dx´ş1
0
hpxqdx
¯2 ě 1.
In general, to understand how it compares to the case where no tapering is used, we note that
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality H2,n{H21,n ě n´1, where we attain equality H2,n{H21,n “
n´1 if and only if no tapering is used. Thus, typically the integrated tapered complete
periodogram will be less efficient than the integrated (non-tapered) complete periodogram.
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However if nH2,n{H21,n Ñ 1 as nÑ 8, then using the tapered complete periodogram in the
estimator leads to an estimator that is asymptotically as efficient as the tapered complete
periodogram (and regular periodogram).
Below we apply the integrated complete periodogram to estimating various parameters.
Example: Autocovariance estimation
By Bochner’s theorem, the autocovariance function at lag r, cprq, can be represented as
cprq “ A pcospr¨qq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
cosprωqfpωqdω.
In order to estimate tcprqu, we replace f with the integrated complete periodogram to yield
the estimator
pcnpr; pfpq “ AI,npcospr¨q; pfpq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
cosprωqIh,npω; pfpqdω.
Ih,npω; pfpq can be negative, in such situations, the sample autocovariance is not necessarily
positive definite. To ensure a positive sample autocovariance, we threshold the complete
periodogram to be greater than a small cutoff value δ ě 0. This results in a sample autoco-
variance tpcT,npr; pfpqu which is guaranteed to be non-negative definite, where
pcT,npr; pfpq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
cosprωqmaxtIh,npω; pfpq, δudω.
This method is illustrated with simulations in Appendix B.1.
Example: Spectral density estimation
Typically, to estimate the spectral density one “smooths” the periodogram using the spectral
window function. The same method can be applied to the complete periodogram. Let W
be a non-negative symmetric function where
ş
W puqdu “ 2pi and şW puq2du ă 8. Define
Whp¨q “ p1{hqW p¨{hq, where h is a bandwidth. A review of different spectral windows and
their properties can be found in Priestley (1981) and Section 10.4 of Brockwell and Davis
(2006) and references therein. For λ P r0, pis, we choose gpωq “ gλpωq “ Whpλ ´ ωq. Then
the (estimated) integrated complete periodogram of the spectral density f is
pfnpλ; pfpq “ AI,npgλ; pfpq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
Whpλ´ ωqIh,npω; pfpqdω.
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The method is illustrated with simulations in Section 4.2.
Example: Whittle likelihood
Suppose that F “ tfθp¨q : θ P Θu for some compact Θ P Rp is a parametric family of spectral
density functions. The celebrated Whittle likelihood, Whittle (1951, 1953) is a measure
of “distance” between the periodogram and the spectral density. The parameter which
minimises the Whittle likelihood is used as an estimator of the spectral density. Replacing
the periodogram with the complete periodogram we define a variant of the Whittle likelihood
as
Knpθq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
˜
Ih,npω; pfpq
fθpωq ` log fθpωq
¸
dω
“ AI,npf´1θ ; pfpq ` 12pi
ż 2pi
0
log fθpωqdω.
In SY20 we showed that using the non-tapered DFT AS,npf´1θ ; fθq “ X 1nΓ´1θ Xn where X 1n “
pX1, . . . , Xnq and Γθ is the Toeplitz matrix corresponding to the spectral density fθ. Knpθq
is a variant of the frequency domain quasi-likelihoods described in SY20. We mention that
there aren’t any general theoretical guarantees that the bias corresponding to estimators
based on Knpθq is lower than the bias of the Whittle likelihood (though simulations suggest
this is usually the case). Expression for the asymptotic bias of Knpθq are given in SY20,
Appendix C.
4 Simulations
To understand the utility of the proposed methods, we now present some simulations. For
reasons of space, we focus on the Gaussian time series (noting that the methods also apply to
non-Gaussian time series). In the simulations we use the following ARp2q and ARMAp3, 2q
models (we let B denote the backshift operator)
(M1) φpBqXt “ εt with φpzq “ p1´ λepi2 izqp1´ λe´pi2 izq for λ P t0.7, 0.9, 0.95u.
(M2) φpBqXt “ ψpBqεt with
#
φpzq “ p1´ 0.7zqp1´ 0.9eizqp1´ 0.9e´izq
ψpzq “ 1` 0.5z ` 0.5z2 .
where Erεts “ 0 and varrεts “ 1. We observe that the peak of the spectral density for the
ARp2q model (M1) becomes more pronounced as λ approaches one (at frequency pi{2). The
ARMAp3, 2q model (M2) has peaks at zero and pi{2, further, it clearly does not have a finite
order autoregressive representation.
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We consider three different sample sizes: n “ 20 (extremely small), 50 (small), and 300
(large) to understand how the proposed methods perform over different sample sizes. All
simulations are conducted at over B “ 5, 000 replications.
Our focus will be on accessing the validity of our method in terms of bias, standard
deviation, and mean squared error. We will compare (a) various periodograms and (b) the
spectral density estimators based on smoothing the various periodograms. Simulations where
we compare estimators of the autocorrelation function based on the various periodograms
can be found in Appendix B.1. The periodograms we will consider are (i) the regular
periodogram (ii) the tapered periodogram Ih,npωq, where
Ih,npωq “
ˇˇ
H
´1{2
2,n
nÿ
t“1
hn pt{nqXteitω
ˇˇ2
,
H2,n is defined in (2.16), (iii) the estimated complete periodogram (2.12) and (iv) the tapered
complete periodogram (2.18). To understand the impact estimation has on the complete
periodogram, for a model (M1) we also evaluate the complete periodogram using the true
ARp2q parameters, as this is an ARp2q model the complete periodogram has an analytic
form in terms of the AR parameters. This allows us to compare the infeasible complete
periodogram Inpω; fq with the feasible estimated complete periodogram Inpω, pfpq.
For the tapered periodogram and tapered complete periodogram, we use the Tukey taper
defined in (2.17). Following Tukey’s rule of thumb, we set the level of tapering to 10% (which
corresponds to d “ n{10). When evaluating the estimated complete and tapered complete
periodogram, we select the order p using the AIC, and we estimate the AR coefficients using
the Yule-Walker estimator.
Processing the complete and tapered complete periodogram For both the complete and ta-
pered complete periodogram, it is possible to have an estimator that is complex and/or the
real part is negative. In the simulations, we found that a negative <Inpω; pfpq tends to happen
more frequently at frequencies where the true periodogram f is close to zero. Furthermore,
the incidence of occurrence was more when the spectral density f contained a large peak.
However, in a given realization it occurred not more than a couple of times over all the fre-
quencies. To avoid such issues, for each frequency, we take the real part of the estimator and
thresholding with a small positive value. In practice, we take the threshold value t “ 10´3.
Thresholding induces a small bias in the estimators, but, at least in our models, the effect
is negligible (see the middle column in Figures 2´4).
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4.1 Comparing the different periodograms
In this section, we compare the bias and variance of the various periodograms for models
(M1) and (M2).
Figures 2´4 give the average (left panels), bias (middle panels), and standard deviation
(right panels) of the various periodograms for the different models and samples sizes. The
dashed line in each panel is the true spectral density. It is well known that varrInpωqs « fpωq2
for 0 ă ω ă pi and varrInpωqs « 2fpωq2 for ω “ 0, pi. Therefore, for a fair comparision in the
standard deviation plot for the true spectral density we replace
?
2fp0q and ?2fppiq with
fp0q and fppiq respectively.
In Figures 2´4 (left and middle panels), we observe that in general, the various complete
periodograms give a smaller bias than the regular periodogram and the tapered periodogram.
This corroborates our theoretical findings that that complete periodogram smaller bias than
the Opn´1q rate. As expected, we observe that the true (based on the true AR parameters)
complete periodogram (red) has a smaller bias than the estimated complete (orange) and
tapered complete periodograms (green). Such an improvement is most pronounced near
the peak of the spectral density and it is most clear when the sample size n is small. For
example, in Figure 2, when the sample size is extremely small (n=20), the bias of the
various complete periodograms reduce by more than a half the bias of the regular and
tapered periodogram. As expected, the true complete periodogram (red) for (M1) has very
little bias even for the sample size n “ 20. The slight bias that is observed is due to
thresholding the true complete periodogram to be positive (which as we mentioned above
induces a small, additional bias). We also observe that for the same sample size that the
regular tapered periodogram (blue) gives a slight improvement in the bias over the regular
periodogram (black), but it is not as noticeable as the improvements seen when using the
complete periodograms. It is interesting to observe that even for model (M2), which does
not have a finite autoregressive representation (thus the estimated complete periodogram
incurs additional errors) also has a considerable improvement in bias.
As compared with the regular periodogram, the estimated complete periodogram incurs
two additional sources of errors. In Section 2.2 we showed that the variance of the true com-
plete periodogram tends to be larger than the variance of the regular periodogram. Further
in Theorem 2.3 we showed that using the estimated Yule-Walker estimators in the predictive
DFT leads to an additional Opp4{n2q variance in the estimated complete periodogram. This
means for small sample sizes and large p the variance can be quite large. We observe both
these effects in the right panels in Figures 2´4. In particular, the standard deviation of
the various complete periodograms tends to be greater than the asymptotic standard de-
viation fpωq close to the peaks. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the regular
periodogram tends to be smaller than fpωq.
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In order to globally access bias/variance trade-off for the different periodograms, we
evaluate their mean squared errors. We consider two widely used metrics (see, for example,
Hurvich (1988)). The first is the integrated relative mean squared error
IMSE “ 1
nB
nÿ
k“1
Bÿ
j“1
˜rIpjqpωk,nq
fpωk,nq ´ 1
¸2
(4.1)
where rIpjqp¨q is the jth replication of one of the periodograms. The second metric is the
integrated relative bias
IBIAS “ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
˜
B´1
řB
j“1 rIpjqpωk,nq
fpωk,nq ´ 1
¸2
. (4.2)
Table 1 summarizes the IMSE and IBIAS of each periodogram over the different models and
sample sizes. In most cases, the tapered periodogram, true complete periodogram (when
it can be evaluated) and the two estimated complete periodograms have a smaller IMSE
and IBIAS than the regular periodogram. As expected, the IBIAS of the (true) complete
periodogram is almost zero (rounded off to three decimal digits) for (M1). The estimated
complete and tapered complete periodogram has significantly small IBIAS than the regular
and tapered periodogram. But interestingly, when the spectral density is “more peaky”
the estimated complete periodograms tend to have a smaller IMSE than the regular and
tapered periodogram. Suggesting that for peaky spectral densities, the improvement in bias
outweighs the increase in the variance. Comparing the tapered complete periodogram with
the non-tapered complete periodogram we observe that the tapered complete periodogram
tends to have a smaller IBIAS (and IMSE) than the non-tapered (estimated) complete
periodogram.
The above results suggest that the proposed periodograms can considerably reduce the
small sample bias without increasing the variance by too much.
4.2 Spectral density estimation
Finally, we estimate the spectral density function by smoothing the periodogram. We con-
sider the smoothed periodogram of the form
f˘pωk,nq “
ÿ
|j|ďm
W pjqrInpωj`k,nq
where rInp¨q is one of the candidate periodograms described in the previous section and
tW p¨qu are the positive symmetric weights satisfy the conditions (i) ř|j|ďmW pjq “ 1 and
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Figure 2: The average (left), bias (middle), and standard deviation (right) of the spectral
density (black dashed) and the five different periodograms for Models (M1) and (M2). Length
of the time series n “ 20.
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Figure 3: Periodogram: Same as Figure 2 but for n “ 50.
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Figure 4: Periodogram: Same as Figure 2 but for n “ 300.
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Model n metric Regular Tapered Complete(True) Complete(Est) Tapered complete
(M1), λ “ 0.7
20
IMSE 1.284 1.262 1.127 1.323 1.325
IBIAS 0.011 0.009 0 0.002 0.001
50
IMSE 1.101 1.069 1.055 1.098 1.117
IBIAS 0.002 0.001 0 0 0
300
IMSE 1.014 1.006 1.007 1.009 1.046
IBIAS 0 0 0 0 0
(M1), λ “ 0.9
20
IMSE 2.184 2.155 1.226 1.466 1.447
IBIAS 0.152 0.159 0 0.009 0.007
50
IMSE 1.434 1.217 1.112 1.166 1.145
IBIAS 0.029 0.011 0 0.001 0
300
IMSE 1.059 1.010 1.017 1.020 1.047
IBIAS 0.001 0 0 0 0
(M1), λ “ 0.95
20
IMSE 3.120 4.102 1.298 1.527 1.560
IBIAS 0.368 0.664 0 0.022 0.018
50
IMSE 2.238 1.486 1.211 1.295 1.200
IBIAS 0.151 0.045 0 0.002 0.001
300
IMSE 1.133 1.017 1.033 1.037 1.049
IBIAS 0.004 0 0 0 0
(M2)
20
IMSE 457.717 136.830 ´ 26.998 4.836
IBIAS 157.749 58.717 ´ 4.660 0.421
50
IMSE 81.822 3.368 ´ 3.853 1.357
IBIAS 26.701 0.692 ´ 0.288 0.002
300
IMSE 4.376 1.015 ´ 1.274 1.049
IBIAS 0.787 0 ´ 0.003 0
Table 1: IMSE and IBIAS for the different periodograms and models.
(ii)
ř
|j|ďmW
2pjq Ñ 0. The bandwidth m “ mpnq satisfies the condition m{n Ñ 0 as
m,nÑ 8. We use the following three spectral window functions:
• (The Daniell Window) ĂW pjq “ 1
2m`1 , |j| ď m.
• (The Bartlett Window) ĂW pjq “ 1´ |j|
m
, |j| ď m.
• (The Hann Window) ĂW pjq “ 1
2
r1´ cosppipj`mq
m
qs, |j| ď m.
and normalize using W pjq “ ĂW pjq{ř|j|ďmĂW pjq.
In this section, we only focus on estimating the spectral density of model (M2). We
smooth the various periodogram using the three window functions described above. For
each simulation, we calculate the IMSE and IBIAS (analogous to (4.1) and (4.2)). The
bandwidth selection is also very important. One can extend the cross-validation developed
for smoothing the regular periodogram (see Hurvich (1985), Beltra˜o and Bloomfield (1987)
and Ombao et al. (2001)) to the complete periodogram and this may be an avenue of future
research. In this paper, we simply use the bandwidth m « n1{5 (in terms of order this
corresponds to the optimal MSE).
The results are summarized in Table 2. We observe that smoothing with the tapered
periodogram and the two different complete periodograms have a smaller IMSE and IBIAS
as compared to the smooth regular periodogram. This is uniformly true for all the models,
sample sizes, and window functions. When the sample size is small (n “ 20 and 50), the
smooth complete and tapered complete periodogram has a uniformly smaller IMSE and
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IBIAS than the smooth tapered periodogram for all window functions. For the large sample
size (n “ 300), smoothing with the tapered periodogram and tapered complete periodogram
gave similar results, whereas smoothing using the complete periodogram gives a slightly
worse bias and MSE.
It is intriguing to note that the smooth complete tapered periodogram gives one the
smallest IBIAS and IMSE as compared with all the other methods. These results suggest
that spectral smoothing using the tapered complete periodogram may be very useful for
studying the spectral density of short time series. Such data sets can arise in many situations,
which as the analyses of nonstationary time series, where the local periodograms are often
used.
n m Window Metric Regular Tapered Complete Tapered complete
20
No smoothing
IMSE 457.717 136.830 26.998 4.836
IBIAS 157.749 58.717 4.660 0.421
2
Daniell
IMSE 1775.789 1399.366 1008.590 943.855
IBIAS 882.576 780.363 444.727 408.325
Bartlett
IMSE 538.477 203.217 43.347 17.489
IBIAS 203.010 100.178 13.270 6.391
Hann
IMSE 538.477 203.217 43.347 17.489
IBIAS 203.010 100.178 13.270 6.391
50
No smoothing
IMSE 81.822 3.368 3.853 1.357
IBIAS 26.701 0.692 0.288 0.002
2
Daniell
IMSE 87.485 7.227 5.138 3.308
IBIAS 33.327 3.947 1.954 1.346
Bartlett
IMSE 78.939 2.797 2.479 0.796
IBIAS 27.883 1.106 0.425 0.074
Hann
IMSE 78.939 2.797 2.479 0.796
IBIAS 27.883 1.106 0.425 0.074
300
No smoothing
IMSE 4.376 1.015 1.274 1.049
IBIAS 0.787 0 0.003 0
3
Daniell
IMSE 2.514 0.176 0.210 0.173
IBIAS 0.812 0.006 0.008 0.005
Bartlett
IMSE 2.685 0.257 0.312 0.256
IBIAS 0.795 0.002 0.004 0.001
Hann
IMSE 2.717 0.272 0.330 0.272
IBIAS 0.794 0.001 0.004 0.001
Table 2: IMSE and IBIAS of the smoothed periodogram for (M2).
5 Ball bearing data analysis
Vibration analysis, which is the tracking and predicting faults in engineering devices is an
important problem in mechanical signal processing. Sensitive fault diagnostic tools can
prevent significant financial and health risks for a business. A primary interest is to detect
the frequency and amplitude of evolving faults in different component parts of a machine,
see Randall and Antoni (2011) for further details.
The Bearing Data Center of the Case Western Reserve University (CWRU; https://
csegroups.case.edu/bearingdatacenter/pages/download-data-file) maintains a repos-
itory of times series sampled from simulated experiments that were conducted to test the
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robustness of components of ball bearings. The aim of this study is not to detect when a
fault has occurred (but this will be the ultimate aim), but to understand the “signature” of
the fault. In order to classify (a) no fault, fault and the type of fault, our aim is to detect
the features of different fault signals in ball bearings, where the damage occurs in (b) inner
race, (b) outer race, and (d) ball spin. Please refer to Figure 5 for a schematic diagram of
a typical ball bearing and locations where faults can occur. The ball bearing either with no
fault or the three different faults described above were part of drive end of test rig motor.
Vibration signals were sampled over the course of 10 seconds at 12,000 per second (12 kHz)
using an accelerometer.
Figure 5: A schematic diagram of a ball bearing and the location of the three faults ((b)
inner race, (c) outer race, and (d) ball spin).
A commonly used analytic tool in vibration analysis is the envelope spectrum. This
is where a smoothing filter is applied to the regular periodogram to extract the dominant
frequencies. Using the envelope spectrum, Randall and Antoni (2011) and Smith and Randall
(2015), have shown that a normal ball bearing has power distributed in the relatively lower
frequency bandwidth of 60´150 Hz (0.05´0.1, radian). Whereas, faults in the ball bearings
lead to deviation from the usual spectral distribution with significant power in the 300´500
Hz (0.18 ´ 0.26, radian) bandwidth, depending on the location of the fault. Note that
the following are equally important in a vibration analysis, frequencies where the power is
greatest but also the amplitude of the power at these frequencies.
The time series in the repository are extremely long, of the order 106. But as the ultimate
aim is to devise an online detection scheme based on shorter time series, we focus on shorter
segments of the time series (n “ 609, approximately 0.05 seconds). A plot of the four
different time series is given in Figure 6. In this study, we estimate the spectral density
of the four time series signals by smoothing the different periodograms; regular, tapered,
complete, and tapered complete periodogram. Our aim is to highlight the differences in the
dominant frequencies in the spectral distribution of the normal ball bearing signal with three
faulty signals. For the tapered and the tapered complete periodogram, we use the Tukey
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taper defined in (2.17) with 10% tapering (which corresponds to d “ n{10). For all the
periodograms we smooth using the Bartlett window. For the time series (length 609) we
used m “ 16 (where m is defined in Section 4.2).
A plot of the estimated spectral densities is given in Figure 5. We observe that all the four
spectral density estimators (based on the different periodograms) are very similar. Further,
for the normal ball bearing the main power is in the frequency range 0.05´0.1p60´175 Hzq.
Interestingly, the spectral density estimator based on the tapered complete periodogram gives
a larger amplitude at the principal frequency. Suggesting that the“normal signal” has greater
power at that main frequency than is suggested by the other estimation methods. In contrast,
for the faulty ball bearings, the power spectrum is very different from the normal signal. Most
of the dominant frequencies are in the range 0.21´ 0.26p375´ 490 Hzq. There appears to be
differences between the power spectrum of the three different faults, but the difference is not
as striking as the difference between no fault and fault. Whether the differences between the
faults are statistically significant will be an avenue of future investigation. These observations
corroborate the findings of the previous analysis of similar data, see for example Smith and
Randall (2015). Despite the similarities in the different estimators the smooth tapered
complete periodogram appears to better capture the dominant frequencies in the normal
ball bearing. This is reassuring as one objective in vibration analysis is the estimation of
power of the vibration at the dominant frequencies.
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Figure 6: Panels in the figure show time series plots of signals recorded from a) Normal ball
bearing b) Time series of bearing with fault in inner race, c) Time series of bearing with
fault in outer race and, d) Time series of bearing with fault in ball spin. Each time series is
of length 609 (0.05 seconds).
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Figure 7: Plots show that smoothed periodograms of the four time series signals based on
sample size n “ 609. Top left: Normal, Top Right: Inner Race, Bottom Left: Outer Race
and Bottom Right: Ball spin. The top axis shows frequencies in Hertz(Hz).
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Summary of results in the Supplementary material
To navigate the supplementary material, we briefly summarize the contents of each section.
• In Appendix A, we prove the results in the main paper.
• In Appendix A.1, we prove Theorems 2.1´2.3. In particular obtaining bounds for
r pJ8,npω; fq´ pJnpω; fqsJnpωq, r pJ8,npω; fq´ pJnpω; fpqsJnpωq and r pJnpω; fpq´ pJnpω; pfpqsJnpωq.
The first two bounds use Baxter-type lemmas. The last bound is prehaps the most
challanging as it also involves estimators of the ARppq parameters.
• Appendix A.2 mainly concerns the integrated-type periodogram introduced in Section
3. In particular, in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we show that by using a weighted sum
over the frequencies we can improve on some of the rates for the estimated complete
periodogram at just one frequency.
• In Appendix A.3, we prove two technical lemmas required in the proof of Theorems
2.3 and 3.1.
• In Appendix B, we present additional simulations. Further we analysis the classical
sunspot data using the estimated complete periodogram.
A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorems 2.1´2.3
Our aim in this section is to prove Theorems 2.1´2.3. To prove Theorem 2.1, we use the
following results which show that pJ8,npω; fq is the truncated version of the best infinite
predictor.
We recall that pXτ,n is the best linear predictor of Xτ given tXtunt“1. We now extend the
domain of prediction and consider the best linear predictor of Xτ (τ ď 0) given the infinite
future tXtu8t“1
pXτ “ 8ÿ
t“1
φtpτ ; fqXt
and, similarly, the best linear predictor of Xτ (τ ą n) given the infinite past tXtunt“´8
pXτ “ 8ÿ
t“1
φtpτ ; fqXn`1´t.
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For future reference we will use the well known result that
φtpτ ; fq “
8ÿ
s“0
at`sb|τ |´s t ě 1, (A.1)
where taju and tbju are the ARp8q and MAp8q coefficients corresponding to the spectral
density f (we set bs “ 0 for s ă 0). Thus if n is large, then it seems reasonable to suppose
that the best finite predictors are very close to the best infinite predictors truncated to the
observed regressors i.e.
pXτ,n « nÿ
t“1
φtpτ ; fqXt (for τ ď 0q and pXτ,n « nÿ
t“1
φn`1´tpn´ τ ; fqXt (for τ ą nq.
Thus by defining rXτ,n “ řnt“1 φtpτ ; fqXt (for τ ď 0) and rXτ,n “ řnt“1 φn`1´tpn ´ τ ; fqXt
(for τ ą n), and replacing the true finite predictions pXτ,n with their approximations we
can obtain an approximation of pJnpω; fq. Indeed by using (A.1) we can show that this
approximation is exactly pJ8,npω; fq. That is
pJ8,npω; fq “ n´1{2
apω; fq
nÿ
`“1
X`
8ÿ
s“0
a``se´isω ` einω n
´1{2
apω; fq
nÿ
`“1
Xn`1´`
8ÿ
s“0
a``seips`1qω
“ n´1{2
0ÿ
τ“´8
rXτ,neiτω ` n´1{2 8ÿ
τ“n`1
rXτ,neiτω
“ n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
Xt
` ÿ
τď0
“
φtpτ ; fqeiτω ` φn`1´tpτ ; fqe´ipτ´1´nqω
‰ ˘
. (A.2)
The above representation is an important component in the proof below.
Theorem A.1 Suppose Assumption 2.1 holds. Let pJnpω; fq, pJ8,npω; fq and pJ8,npω; fpq
(where fp denotes the spectral density corresponding to the best fitting ARppq model) be
defined as in (1.2), (2.3) and (2.2). Then we have
E
”´ pJ8,npω; fq ´ pJnpω; fq¯ Jnpωqı “ O `n´K˘ , (A.3)
var
”´ pJ8,npω; fq ´ pJnpω; fq¯ Jnpωqı “ O `n´2K˘ , (A.4)
E
”´ pJnpω; fpq ´ pJ8,npω; fq¯ Jnpωqı “ O `pnpK´1q´1˘ (A.5)
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and
var
”´ pJnpω; fpq ´ pJ8,npω; fq¯ Jnpωqı “ O `pnpK´1q´2˘ . (A.6)
PROOF. We first prove (A.3) and (A.4). We recall that
pJnpω; fq “ n´1{2 0ÿ
τ“´8
pXτ,neiτω ` n´1{2 8ÿ
τ“n`1
pXτ,neiτω
“ n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
Xt
` ÿ
τď0
“
φt,npτ ; fqeiτω ` φn`1´t,npτ ; fqe´ipτ´1´nqω
‰ ˘
Using the above we write pJnpω; fq as an innerproduct. Let
Dt,npfq “ n´1{2
ÿ
τď0
“
φt,npτ ; fqeiτω ` φn`1´t,npτ ; fqe´ipτ´1´nqω
‰
.
Next, define the vectors
e1n “ n´1{2pe´iω, ..., e´inωq and Dnpfq1 “ pD1,npfq, ..., Dn,npfqq,
note that en and Dnpfq are both functions of ω, but we have surpressed this dependence in
our notation. Then, Jnpωq and pJnpω; fq can be represented as the inner products
Jnpωq “ e˚nXn and pJnpω; fq “ X 1nDnpfq
where ˚ denotes the Hermitian of a matrix. In the same vein we write pJ8,npω; fq as an
innerproduct. We recall from (A.2) that
pJ8,npω; fq “ n´1{2 nÿ
t“1
Xt
` ÿ
τď0
“
φtpτ ; fqeiτω ` φn`1´tpτ ; fqe´ipτ´1´nqω
‰ ˘
. (A.7)
As above, let
Dtpfq “ n´1{2
ÿ
τď0
“
φtpτ ; fqeiτω ` φn`1´tpτ ; fqe´ipτ´1´nqω
‰
D8,npfq1 “ pD1pfq, ..., Dnpfqq,
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then we can write pJ8,npω; fq “ X 1nDnpfq. Therefore,´ pJ8,npω; fq ´ pJnpω; fq¯ Jnpωq “ I8,npω; fq ´ Inpω; fq
“ n´1{2
nÿ
s,t“1
XtXspD8,npfq ´Dnpfqqptqe´isω
“ X 1n
`
D8,npfq ´Dnpfq
˘
e1nXn
“ X 1nA1pωqXn
where A1pωq “
`
D8,npfq ´Dnpfq
˘
e1n, an pnˆnq matrix. For the remainder of this proof we
drop the dependence of A1pωq on ω. However, if we integrate over ω this dependence does
become important. Using this notation, we have
E
”´ pJ8,npω; fq ´ pJnpω; fq¯ Jnpωqı “ ErX 1nA1Xns
var
”´ pJ8,npω; fq ´ pJnpω; fq¯ Jnpωqı “ varrX 1nA1Xns.
By simple algebra
ErX 1nA1Xns “ trpA1Rnq
varrX 1nA1Xns “ 2trpA1RnA1Rnq `
nÿ
s,t,u,v“1
pA1qs,tpA1qu,vcum pXs, Xt, Xu, Xvq , (A.8)
where Rn “ varrXns (noting that Rn is a Toeplitz matrix). To bound the expectation
|ErX 1nA1Xns| “ |trpA1Rnq| ď n´1{2
nÿ
s,t“1
|pD8,npfq ´Dnpfqqptqe´isωpRnqt,s|
“ n´1{2
nÿ
s,t“1
|Dtpfq ´Dt,npfq||cpt´ sq|
ď n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfq ´Dt,npfq|
˜ÿ
rPZ
|cprq|
¸
. (A.9)
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To bound the above, we observe that the sum over t is
n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfq ´Dt,npfq|
“ n´1
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
ˇˇpφtpτ ; fq ´ φt,npτ ; fqqeiτω ` pφn`1´tpτ ; fq ´ φn`1´t,npτ ; fqqe´ipτ´1´nqω ˇˇ
ď n´1
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
|φtpτ ; fq ´ φt,npτ ; fq| `
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
|φn`1´tpτ ; fq ´ φn`1´t,npτ ; fq|
“ 2n´1
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
|φtpτ ; fq ´ φt,npτ ; fq|.
To bound the above, we use the generalized Baxter’s inequality, Lemma A.2, SY20, which
for completeness we now state. For sufficiently large n we have the bound
nÿ
s“1
p2K ` sKq |φs,npτ ; fq ´ φspτ ; fq| ď Cf,K
8ÿ
s“n`1
p2K ` sKq |φspτ ; fq| , (A.10)
where Cf,K is a finite constant that only depends on f and K. Using (A.10) with K “ 0
and (A.1) we have
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
|φtpτ ; fq ´ φt,npτ ; fq| ď Cf,0
ÿ
τď0
8ÿ
t“n`1
|φtpτ ; fq|
ď Cf,0
8ÿ
τ“0
8ÿ
t“n`1
8ÿ
j“0
|at`j||bτ´j| ď Cf,0
ÿ
`PZ
|b`|
8ÿ
t“n`1
8ÿ
j“0
|at`j|
ď Cf,0
ÿ
`PZ
|b`|
8ÿ
u“n`1
|uau| ď Cf,0
nK´1
ÿ
`PZ
|b`|
8ÿ
u“n`1
|uKau|
To bound the above we use Assumption 2.1. By using Lemma 2.1 of Kreiss et al. (2011),
under Assumption 2.1, we have
ř8
u“1 |uKau| ď 8. Therefore,
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
|φtpτ ; fq ´ φt,npτ ; fq| “ Opn´K`1q,
which gives
n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfq ´Dt,npfq| ď 2n´1
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
|φtpτ ; fq ´ φt,npτ ; fq| “ Opn´Kq. (A.11)
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Substituting the above bound into (A.9) gives
ErX 1nA1Xns “ trpA1Rnq ď n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfq ´Dt,npfq|
˜ÿ
rPZ
|cprq|
¸
“ Opn´Kq. (A.12)
Next we consider the variance. The first term in the variance (A.8) is bounded with
|trpA1RnA1Rnq| ď n´1
nÿ
s,t,u,v“1
|pDspfq ´Ds,npfqqpDtpfq ´Dt,npfqqe´iuωe´ivωpRnqs,upRnqt,v|
“ n´1
nÿ
s,t,u,v“1
|Dspfq ´Ds,npfq||Dtpfq ´Dt,npfq||cps´ uq||cpt´ vq|
ď
˜
n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfq ´Dt,npfq|
¸2 ˜ÿ
rPZ
|cprq|
¸2
“ Opn´2Kq,
where the last line follows from (A.11). The second term in (A.8) is bounded by
nÿ
s,t,u,v“1
|pA1qs,tpA1qu,vcum pXs, Xt, Xu, Xvq |
“ n´1
nÿ
s,t,u,v“1
|Dtpfq ´Dt,npfq||Dvpfq ´Dv,npfq|κ4 pt´ s, u´ s, v ´ sq |
ď n´1
nÿ
t,v“1
|Dtpfq ´Dt,npfq||Dvpfq ´Dv,npfq|
nÿ
s,u“1
|κ4 pt´ s, u´ s, v ´ sq |
ď n´1
nÿ
t,v“1
|Dtpfq ´Dt,npfq||Dvpfq ´Dv,npfq|
ÿ
i,j,kPZ
|κ4 pi, j, kq |
“
˜
n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfq ´Dt,npfq|
¸2 ÿ
i,j,kPZ
|κ4 pi, j, kq | “ O
`
n´2K
˘
where the above follows from (A.11) and Assumption 2.2. Altogether this gives varrX 1nA1Xns “
Opn´2Kq. This proves (A.3) and (A.4).
To prove (A.5) and (A.6) we use the following observation. In the special case that f “ fp
corresponds to the ARppq model, the best finite linear predictor (given p observations) and
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the best infinite predictor are the same in this case, Dnpfpq “ D8,npfpq. Therefore, we have
´ pJnpω; fpq ´ pJ8,npω; fq¯ Jnpωq “ n´1{2 nÿ
s,t“1
XsXtpD8,npfq ´Dnpfpqqptqe´isω
“ X 1n
`
D8,npfpq ´D8,npfq
˘
e1nXn
“ X 1nA2pωqXn (A.13)
where A2pωq “
`
D8,npfpq ´D8,npfq
˘
e1n. Again we drop the dependence of A2 on ω, but it
will play a role in the proof of Theorem 3.1. To bound the mean and variance of X 1nA2Xn
we use similar expressions to (A.8). Thus by using the same method described above leads
to our requiring bounds for
|ErX 1nA2Xns| ď n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfpq ´Dtpfq|
˜ÿ
rPZ
|cprq|
¸
(A.14)
|trpA2RnA2Rnq| ď
˜
n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfpq ´Dtpfq|
¸2 ˜ÿ
rPZ
|cprq|
¸2
nÿ
s,t,u,v“1
|pA2qs,tpA2qu,vcum pXs, Xt, Xu, Xvq | ď
˜
n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfpq ´Dtpfq|
¸2 ÿ
i,j,kPZ
|κ4 pi, j, kq |.
The above three bounds require a bound for
řn
t“1 |Dtpfpq ´Dtpfq|. To obtain such a bound
we recall from (A.1) that
φtpτ ; fq “
8ÿ
j“0
at`jb|τ |´j φtpτ ; fpq “
8ÿ
j“0
at`j,pb|τ |´j,p
where tasu8s“1, tas,pups“1, tbju8j“0 and tbj,pu8j“0 are the ARp8q, ARppq and MAp8q coefficients
corresponding to the spectral density f and fp respectively. Taking differences gives
n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfq ´Dtpfpq| ď 2n´1
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
|φtpτ ; fq ´ φtpτ ; fpq|
ď 2n´1
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
8ÿ
j“0
ˇˇ
at`jb|τ |´j ´ at`j,pb|τ |´j,p
ˇˇ
ď 2n´1
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
8ÿ
j“0
|at`j ´ at`j,p| |b|τ |´j|
`2n´1
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
8ÿ
j“0
ˇˇ
b|τ |´j ´ b|τ |´j,p
ˇˇ |at`j,p| “ I1 ` I2.
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We consider first term I1. Reordering the summands gives
I1 “ 2n´1
nÿ
t“1
8ÿ
j“0
|at`j ´ at`j,p|
ÿ
τď0
|b|τ |´j|
ď 2n´1
8ÿ
`“0
|b`|
nÿ
t“1
8ÿ
j“0
|at`j ´ at`j,p| plet u “ t` jq
ď 2n´1
8ÿ
`“0
|b`|
8ÿ
u“0
u |au ´ au,p| .
By applying the Baxter’s inequality to the above we have
I1 ď 2p1` Cqn´1
8ÿ
`“0
|b`|
8ÿ
u“p`1
|uau| “ O
ˆ
1
npK´1
˙
.
To bound I2 we use a similar method
I2 “ 2n´1
ÿ
τě0
8ÿ
j“0
|bτ´j ´ bτ´j,p|
nÿ
t“1
|at`j,p|
ď 2n´1
pÿ
t“1
|at,p|
8ÿ
u“0
u |bu ´ bu,p| .
By using the inequality on page 2126 of Kreiss et al. (2011), for a large enough n, we haveř8
u“0 u|bu ´ bu,p| ď C
ř8
u“p`1 |uau| “ Opp´K`1q. Substituting this into the above gives
I2 ď Cn´1
pÿ
t“1
|at,p|
8ÿ
u“p`1
|uau| “ O
ˆ
1
npK´1
˙
,
where we note that supt
řp
t“1 |at,p| “ Op1q. Altogether this gives
n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfpq ´Dtpfq| “ O
ˆ
1
npK´1
˙
.
Substituting the above bound into (A.14) and using a similar proof to (A.3) and (A.4) we
have
ErX 1nA2Xns “ O
ˆ
1
npK´1
˙
and varrX 1nA2Xns “ O
ˆ
1
n2p2K´2
˙
.
This proves (A.5) and (A.6), which gives the required result. l
PROOF of Theorem 2.1. The proof immediately follows from Theorem A.1, equations
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(A.3) and (A.4). l
PROOF of Theorem 2.2. The proof immediately follows from Theorem A.1, equations
(A.5) and (A.6). l
PROOF of equation (2.5) We note that
pJnpω; fqJnpωq “ ´ pJnpω; fq ´ pJ8,npω; fq¯ Jnpωq ` pJ8,npω; fqJnpωq.
The mean and variance of the first term on the right hand side of the above was evaluated in
Theorem A.1 and has a lower order. Now we focus on the second term. Using the notation
from Theorem A.1 we have
pJ8,npω; fqJnpωq “ X 1nD8,npfqe1nXn.
Thus by using the same methods as those given in (A.9) we have
ˇˇˇ
Er pJ8,npω; fqJnpωqsˇˇˇ ď n´1{2 nÿ
s,t“1
|pD8,npfqqptqe´isωpRnqt,s|
“ n´1{2
nÿ
s,t“1
|Dtpfq||cpt´ sq|
ď n´1{2
nÿ
t“1
|Dtpfq|
˜ÿ
rPZ
|cprq|
¸
ď 2n´1
nÿ
t“1
ÿ
τď0
|φtpτ ; fq|
˜ÿ
rPZ
|cprq|
¸
“ Opn´1q.
Following a similar argument for the variance we have varr pJ8,npω; fqJnpωqs “ Opn´2q and
this proves the equation (2.5) l
We now obtain a bound for the estimated complete DFT, this proof will use two technical
lemmas that are given in Appendix A.3.
PROOF of Theorem 2.3. Consider the expansion
Inpω; pfpq ´ Inpω, fpq “ ” pJnpω; pfpq ´ pJnpω; fpqı Jnpωq “ Enpωq.
The main idea of the proof is to decompose Enpωq into terms whose expectation (and vari-
ance) can be evaluated plus an additional error whose expectation cannot be evaluated (since
it involves ratios of random variables), but whose probabilistic bound is less than the ex-
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pectation. We will make a Taylor expansion of the estimated parameters about the true
parameters. The order of the Taylor expansion used will be determined by the order of
summability of the cumulants in Assumption 2.2. For a given even m, the order of the Tay-
lor expansion will be pm{2 ´ 1q. The reason for this will be clear in the proof, but roughly
speaking we need to evaluate the mean and variance of the terms in the Taylor expansion.
The higher the order of the expansion we make, the higher the cumulant asssumptions we
require. To simplify the proof, we prove the result in the specific case that Assumption 2.2
holds for m “ 8 (summability of all cumulants up to the 16th order). This, we will show,
corresponds to making a third order Taylor expansion of the sample autocovariance func-
tion about the true autocovariance function. Note that the third order expansion requires
summability of the 16th-order cumulants.
We now make the above discussion precise. By using equation (2.2) and (2.11) we have
pJnpω; fpq “ n´1{2
appωq
pÿ
`“1
X`
p´ÿ`
s“0
a``se´isω ` einω n
´1{2
appωq
pÿ
`“1
Xn`1´`
p´ÿ`
s“0
a``seips`1qω
“ 1?
n
˜
pÿ
`“1
X`
a`,ppωq
1´ a0,ppωq ` e
ipn`1qω
pÿ
`“1
Xn`1´`
a`,ppωq
1´ a0,ppωq
¸
andpJnpω; pfpq “ 1?
n
˜
pÿ
`“1
X`
pa`,ppωq
1´ pa0,ppωq ` eipn`1qω
pÿ
`“1
Xn`1´`
pa`,ppωq
1´ pa0,ppωq
¸
,
where for ` ě 0
a`,ppωq “
p´ÿ`
s“0
a``se´isω pa0 ” 0q
and pa`,ppωq is defined similarly but with the estimated Yule-Walker coefficients. Therefore
pJnpω; fpq ´ pJnpω; fpq “ Enpωq
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where
Enpωq “ 1
n
nÿ
t“1
pÿ
`“1
X`Xte
itω
„ pa`,ppωq
1´ pa0,ppωq ´ a`,ppωq1´ a0,ppωq

`eipn`1qω 1
n
nÿ
t“1
pÿ
`“1
Xn`1´`Xteitω
« pa`,ppωq
1´ pa0,ppωq ´ a`,ppωq1´ a0,ppωq
ff
“ 1
n
nÿ
t“1
pÿ
`“1
X`Xte
itω
“
g`,ppω,pcp,nq ´ g`,ppω, cpq‰
`eipn`1qω 1
n
nÿ
t“1
pÿ
`“1
Xn`1´`Xteitω
”
g`,ppω,pcp,nq ´ g`,ppω, cpqı
“ En,Lpωq ` En,Rpωq,
where c1p “ pcp0q, cp1q, . . . , cppqq, pc1p,n “ ppcnp0q,pcnp1q, . . . ,pcnppqq,
g`,ppω, cp,nq “ a`,ppωq1´ a0,ppωq and g`,ppω,pcp,nq “ pa`,ppωq1´ pa0,ppωq . (A.15)
For the notational convenience, we denote by tcku and tpcku the autocovariances and sample
autocovariances of the time series respectively.
Let pRpqs,t “ cps ´ tq, prpqk “ cpkq, p pRpqs,t “ pcnps ´ tq and pprpqk “ pcnpkq. Then since
Since ap “ R´1p rp and pap “ pR´1p,nprp,n, an explicit expression for g`,ppω, cpq and g`,ppω,pcp,nq is
g`,ppω, cpq “
r1pR´1p e`pωq
1´ r1pR´1p e0pωq and g`,ppω,pcp,nq “ pr
1
p,n
pR´1p,ne`pωq
1´ pr1p,n pR´1p,ne0pωq , (A.16)
where e`pωq are p-dimension vectors, with
e`pωq1 “ p0, . . . , 0loomoon
`´zeros
, e´iω, . . . , e´ipp´`qωq for 0 ď ` ď p. (A.17)
Since En,Lpωq and En,Rpωq are near identical expressions, we will only study En,Lpωq, noting
the same analysis and bounds also apply to En,Rpωq. We observe that the random functionspa`,ppωq form the main part of En,Lpωq. pa`,ppωq are rather complex and directly evaluating their
mean and variance is extremely difficult if not impossible. However, on careful examination
we observe that they are functions of the autocovariance function whose sampling properties
are well known. For this reason, we make a third order Taylor expansion of g`,ppω,pcp,nq about
g`,ppω, cpq:
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g`,ppω,pcp,nq ´ g`,ppω, cpq “ pÿ
j“0
ppcj ´ cjq Bg`,ppω, cpqBcj ` 12!
pÿ
j1,j2“0
ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q B2g`,ppω, cpqBcj1Bcj2
` 1
3!
pÿ
j1,j2,j3“0
ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q ppcj3 ´ cj3q B3g`,ppω,rcp,nqBrcj1Brcj2Brcj3
where rcp,n is a convex combination of cp and pcp,n. Such an expansion draws the sample
autocovariance function out of the sum, allowing us to evaluate the mean and variance for
the first and second term. Substituting the third order expansion into En,Lpωq gives the sum
En,Lpωq “ E11pωq ` E12pωq ` E21pωq ` E22pωqloooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon
“∆2,Lpωq
`E31pωq ` E32pωqlooooooooomooooooooon
“RLpωq
,
where
E11pωq “
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
1
n
nÿ
t“1
pX`Xt ´ ErX`Xtsq eitω ppcj ´ cjq Bg`,ppω, cpqBcj
E12pωq “
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
1
n
nÿ
t“1
ErX`Xtseitω ppcj ´ cjq Bg`,ppω, cpqBcj
E21pωq “ 1
2
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`“1
1
n
nÿ
t“1
pX`Xt ´ ErX`Xtsq eitω ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q B2g`,ppω, cpqBcj1Bcj2
E22pωq “ 1
2
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`“1
1
n
nÿ
t“1
ErX`Xtseitω ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q B2g`,ppω, cpqBcj1Bcj2
and
E31pωq “ 1
3!
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`“1
1
n
nÿ
t“1
pX`Xt ´ ErX`Xtsq eitω ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q ppcj3 ´ cj3q B3g`,ppω,rcp,nqBrcj1Brcj2Brcj3
E32pωq “ 1
3!
pÿ
j1,j2,j3“0
pÿ
`“1
1
n
nÿ
t“1
ErX`Xtseitω ppcj1,n ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q ppcj3 ´ cj3q B3g`,ppω,rcpqBrcj1Brcj2Brcj3 .
Our aim is to evaluate the expectation and variance of E11pωq, E12pωq, E21pωq and E22pωq.
This will give the asymptotic bias of Inpω, pfpq in the sense of Bartlett (1953). Further we
show that E31pωq, E32pωq are both probabilistically of lower order. To do so, we define some
additional notations. Let
qµ`pωq “ n´1 nÿ
t“1
pXtX` ´ ErXtX`sqeitω and qcj “ pcj,n ´ Erpcj,ns.
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For I “ ti1, ..., iru and J “ tj1, ..., jsu, define the joint cumulant of an order pr ` sq
cum
`qµbrI ,qcbsJ ˘ “ cum pqµi1pωq, . . . , qµirpωq,qcj1 , . . . ,qcjsq .
Note that in the proofs below we often supress the notation ω in qµ`pωq to make the notation
less cumbersome. To further reduce notation define the “half” spectral density
f`,npωq “
nÿ
t“1
ErXtX`seitω.
We note that since ErXtX`s “ cpt ´ `q and by assumption of absolute summability of the
autocovariance function we have the bound
sup
ω,`,n
|f`,npωq| ď
ÿ
rPZ
|cprq| ă 8. (A.18)
Using the notation above we can write E11pωq, E21pωq and E31pωq as
E11pωq “
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ` ppcj ´ cjq Bg`,ppω, cpqBcj ,
E21pωq “ 1
2
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ` ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q B2g`,ppω, cpqBcj1Bcj2 ,
E31pωq “ 1
3!
pÿ
j1,j2,j3“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ` ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q ppcj3 ´ cj3q B3g`,ppω,rcp,nqBrcj1Brcj2Brcj3
Bound for E11pωq and E12pωq
‚ Bound for E11pωq: We partition E11pωq into the two terms
E11pωq “
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ` ppcj ´ cjq Bg`,ppω, cpqBcj “ E111pωq ` E112pωq
where
E111pωq “
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ`qcj Bg`,ppω, cpqBcj and E112pωq “
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ` pErpcjs ´ cjq Bg`,ppω, cpqBcj .
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We first bound E111pωq;
ErE111pωqs “
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
cumpqµ`,qcjqBg`,ppω, cpqBcj
Thus by using Lemma A.1 and A.2 we have
|ErE111pωqs| ď C
n2
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
ˇˇˇˇBg`,ppω, cpq
Bcj
ˇˇˇˇ
“ O
ˆ
p2
n2
˙
.
Next we consider the variance
varrE111pωqs ď
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`1,`2“1
|covpqµ`1qcj1 , qµ`2qcj2q| ˇˇˇˇBg`1,ppω, cpqBcj1 Bg`2,ppω, cpqBcj2
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Splitting the covariance gives
covpqµ`1qcj1 , qµ`2qcj2q
“ covpqµ`1 , qµ`2qcovpqcj1 ,qcj2q ` covpqµ`1 ,qcj2qcovpqµ`2 ,qcj1q ` cumpqµ`2 ,qcj1 , qµ`2 ,qcj2q.
By using Lemma A.1, the above is
|covpqµ`1qcj1 , qµ`2qcj2q| “ Opn´2q,
thus by Lemma A.2
varrE111pωqs “ C
n2
pÿ
j1,j2“1
pÿ
`1,`2“1
ˇˇˇˇBg`1,ppω, cpq
Bcj1
Bg`2,ppω, cpq
Bcj2
ˇˇˇˇ
“ O
ˆ
p4
n2
˙
.
Next we consider E112pωq:
ErE112pωqs “
pÿ
j“1
pÿ
`“1
Erqµ`slomon
“0
pErpcjs ´ cjsq Bg`,ppω, cpqBcj “ 0
and
varrE112pωqs “
pÿ
j1,j2“1
pÿ
`1,`2“1
covpqµ`1 , qµ`2q pErpcj1s ´ cj1q pErpcj2s ´ cj2q Bg`1,ppω, cpqBcj1 Bg`2,ppω, cpqBcj2 .
Again by using Lemma A.1 and A.2 (which gives |covpqµ`1 , qµ`2q| ď C{n and |Erpcj1s ´ cj1 | ď
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C{n), a bound for the above is
varrE112pωqs ď C
n3
pÿ
j1,j2“1
pÿ
`1,`2“1
ˇˇˇˇBg`1,ppω, cpq
Bcj1
Bg`2,ppω, cpq
Bcj2
ˇˇˇˇ
“ O
ˆ
p4
n3
˙
.
Thus altogether we have
ErE11pωqs “ O
ˆ
p2
n2
˙
, varrE11pωqs “ O
ˆ
p4
n2
˙
. (A.19)
‚ Bound for E12pωq. We partition E12pωq into the two terms
E12pωq “
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
1
n
nÿ
t“1
ErXtX`seitω ppcj ´ cjq Bg`,ppω, cpqBcj
“ 1
n
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
f`,npωq ppcj ´ cjq Bg`,ppω, cpqBcj
“ E121pωq ` E122pωq
where
E121pωq “ 1
n
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
f`,npωqqcj Bg`,ppω, cpqBcj
E122pωq “ 1
n
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
f`,npωqpErpcjs ´ cjqBg`,ppω, cpqBcj .
We first bound E121pωq:
ErE121pωqs “ 1
n
pÿ
j“0
pÿ
`“1
f`,npωqErqcjsBg`,ppω, cpqBcj “ 0
and
varrE121pωqs “ 1
n2
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`1,`2“1
f`1,npωqf`2,npωqcovpqcj1 ,qcj2qBg`1,ppω, cpqBcj1 Bg`2,ppω, cpqBcj2 .
By using Lemma A.1 and A.2, and (A.18) we have
varrE122pωqs “ C
n3
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`1,`2“1
ˇˇˇˇBg`1,ppω, cpq
Bcj1
Bg`2,ppω, cpq
Bcj2
ˇˇˇˇ
“ O
ˆ
p4
n3
˙
.
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Next we consider E122pωq (which is non-random), using (A.18) we have
|E122pωq| ď C
n2
pÿ
j“1
pÿ
`“1
ˇˇˇˇBg`,ppω, cpq
Bcj
ˇˇˇˇ
“ O
ˆ
p2
n2
˙
.
Thus we have
ErE12pωqs “ O
ˆ
p2
n2
˙
varpE12pωqq “ O
ˆ
p4
n3
˙
. (A.20)
This gives a bound for the first order expansion. The bound for the second order expansion
given below is similar.
Bound for E21pωq and E22pωq The proof closely follows the bounds for E11pωq and E12pωq
but requires higher order moment conditions.
‚ Bound for E21pωq: We have
E21pωq “ 1
2
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ` ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q B2g`,ppω, cpqBcj1Bcj2
“ 1
2
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ` pqcj1 ` pErpcj1s ´ cj1qq pqcj2 ` pErpcj2s ´ cj2qq B2g`,ppω, cpqBcj1Bcj2
“ E211pωq ` E212pωq
where
E211pωq “ 1
2
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ`qcj1qcj2 B2g`,ppω, cpqBcj1Bcj2
E212pωq “ 1
2
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ`qcj1pErpcj2s ´ cj2qB2g`,ppω, cpqBcj1Bcj2 ` 12
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ`qcj2pErpcj1s ´ cj1qB2g`,ppω, cpqBcj1Bcj2
`1
2
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`“1
qµ`pErpcj1s ´ cj1qpErpcj2s ´ cj2qB2g`,ppω, cpqBcj1Bcj2 .
Comparing E212pωq with E111pωq, we observe that E212pωq is the same order as pp{nqE111pωq,
i.e.
ErE212pωqs “ O
ˆ
p3
n3
˙
varrE212pωqs “ O
ˆ
p6
n4
˙
.
Now we can evaluate the mean and variance of the “lead” term E211pωq. To bound the mean
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and variance, we use the following decompositions together with Lemma A.1
Erqµ`qcj1qcj2s “ cumpqµ`,qcj1 ,qcj2q “ Opn´2q
and
covrqµ`1qcj1qcj2 , qµ`2qcj3qcj4s “ covpqµ`1 , qµ`2qcovpqcj1 ,qcj3qcovpqcj2 ,qcj4q ` plower orderq “ O `n´3˘ .
Therefore, using Lemma A.2 we get ErE211pωqs “ Opp3n´2q and varrE211pωqs “ Opp6n´3q.
Thus combining the bounds for E211pωq and E212pωq we have
ErE21pωqs “ O
ˆ
p3
n2
˙
varrE21pωqs “ O
ˆ
p6
n3
˙
. (A.21)
‚ Bound for E22pωq Next we consider E22pωq
E22pωq “ 1
2n
pÿ
j1,j2“0
pÿ
`“1
f`,npωq ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q B2g`,ppω, cpqBcj1Bcj2
“ 1
2n
pÿ
j1,j2“0
qcj1qcj2 pÿ
`“1
f`,npωqB
2g`,ppω, cpq
Bcj1Bcj2 ` (lower order term).
By using Lemma A.1 we have
ErE22pωqs “ O
ˆ
p3
n2
˙
varrE22pωqs “ O
ˆ
p6
n4
˙
.
Probabilistic bounds for E31pωq, E32pωq. Unlike the first four terms, evaluating the mean
and variance of E31pωq and E32pωq is extremely difficult, due to the random third order
derivative B3g`,ppω,rcp,nq{Brcj1Brcj2Brcj3 . Instead we obtain probabilistic rates.
‚ Probabilistic bound for E31pωq: Using Lemma A.2, we have supω,`,j1,j2,j2 |B
3g`,ppω,rcp,nq
Brcj1Brcj2Brcj3 | “
Opp1q this allows us to take the term out of the summand:
|E31pωq| ď sup
ω,`,j1,j2,j2
ˇˇˇˇB3g`,ppω,rcp,nq
Brcj1Brcj2Brcj3
ˇˇˇˇ
1
3!
pÿ
j1,j2,j3“0
pÿ
`“1
|qµ` ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q ppcj3 ´ cj3q|
“ Opp1q
pÿ
j1,j2,j3“0
pÿ
`“1
|qµ` ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q ppcj3 ´ cj3q|
Thus the analysis of the above hinges on obtaining a bound for E |qµ` ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q ppcj3 ´ cj3q|,
whose leading term is E |qµ`qcj1qcj2qcj3 |. We use that E|A| ď varrAs1{2 ` |ErAs| to bound
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this term by deriving bounds for its mean and variance. By using Lemma A.1, expanding
E rqµ`qcj1qcj2qcj3s in terms of covariances and cumulants gives
E rqµ`qcj1qcj2qcj3s “ ÿ
ta,b,cu“t1,2,3u
covpqµ`,qcjaqcovpqcjb ,qcjbq ` cum rqµ`,qcj1 ,qcj2 ,qcj3s “ Opn´3q
and
varrqµ`qcj1qcj2qcj3s “ varpqµ`q 3ź
s“1
varpqcjsq ` . . .` cum´qµb2I ,qcb6J ¯` cumpqµ`,qcj1 ,qcj2 ,qcj3q2 “ Opn´4q.
This gives E |qµ` ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q ppcj3 ´ cj3q| “ Opn´2q, therefore
E31pωq “ Op
ˆ
p4
n2
˙
.
‚ Probabilistic bound for E32pωq: Again taking the third order derivaive out of the sum-
mand gives
E32pωq ď sup
ω,`,j1,j2,j2
ˇˇˇˇB3g`,ppω,rcp,nq
Brcj1Brcj2Brcj3
ˇˇˇˇ
1
3!n
pÿ
j1,j2,j3“0
pÿ
`“1
|f`,npωq| |ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q ppcj3 ´ cj3q|
“ Oppn´1q
pÿ
j1,j2,j3“0
pÿ
`“1
|ppcj1 ´ cj1q ppcj2 ´ cj2q ppcj3 ´ cj3q| .
Using Lemma A.1 to evaluate the mean and variance of qcj1qcj2qcj3 we have
Erqcj1qcj2qcj3s “ Opn´2q and varrqcj1qcj2qcj3s “ Opn´3q,
thus, E32pωq “ Op
´
p4
n5{2
¯
.
The final bound. We now summarize the pertinent bounds from the above. The first order
expansion yields the bounds
ErE11pωqs “ O
ˆ
p2
n2
˙
, varrE11pωqs “ O
ˆ
p4
n2
˙
,
ErE12pωqs “ O
ˆ
p2
n2
˙
, varrE12pωqs “ O
ˆ
p4
n3
˙
.
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The second order expansion yields the bounds
ErE21pωqs “ O
ˆ
p3
n2
˙
, varrE21pωqs “ O
ˆ
p6
n3
˙
,
ErE22pωqs “ O
ˆ
p3
n2
˙
, varrE22pωqs “ O
ˆ
p6
n4
˙
.
Altogether, the third order expansion yields the probablistic bounds
E31pωq “ Op
ˆ
p4
n2
˙
E32pωq “ Op
ˆ
p4
n5{2
˙
.
The above are bounds hold for the expansion of En,Lpωq. A similar set of bounds also apply
to En,Rpωq. Thus we can expand
En,Lpωq ` En,Rpωq “
3ÿ
j“1
´ rEj1pωq ` rEj2pωq¯ .
where rEjipωq is Ejipωq plus the corresponding term in En,Rpωq. Let
∆2pωq “ rE11pωq ` rE12pωq ` rE21pωq ` rE22pωq,
Rnpωq “ rE31pωq ` rE32pωq.
Then we have
Er∆2pωqs “ O
ˆ
p3
n2
˙
varr∆2pωqs “ O
ˆ
p4
n2
˙
.
On the other hand
Rnpωq “ Op
ˆ
p4
n2
˙
.
This proves the result for m “ 8. The proof for m “ 6 and all even m ą 8 is similar, just
the order of the Taylor expansion needs to be adjusted accordingly. l
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A.2 Proof of Corollaries 2.2, 3.1 and Theorem 3.1
PROOF of Corollary 2.2. The proof is almost identical with the proof of Theorems
2.1´2.3, thus we only give a brief outline. As with Theorems 2.1´2.3 we can show that´
Jnpωq ` pJ8,npω; fq¯ Jh,npωq “ Ih,npω; fq `∆p0qh,npωq
Ih,npω; fpq “
´
Jnpωq ` pJ8,npω; fq¯ Jh,npωq `∆p1qh,npωq
Ih,npω; pfpq “ Ih,npω; fpq `∆p2qh,npωq `Rh,npωq.
Since supt ht,n ď C for some constant, it is easy to verify that |∆piqh,npωq| ď C|∆i,npωq| for
i “ 0, 1, 2 and |Rh,npωq| ď C|Rnpωq|, where where ∆0,npωq, ∆1,npωq, ∆2,npωq and Rnpωq are
the error terms from Theorems 2.1´2.3. Thus by using the bounds in Theorems 2.1´2.3 we
have proved the result. l
PROOF of Theorem 3.1. To simplify notation we focus on the case that the regular DFT
is not tapered and consider the case that Ax,npg; fq is a sum (and not an integral). We will
use the sequence of approximations in Theorems 2.1´2.3. We will obtain bounds between
the “ideal” criterion AS,npg; fq and the intermediate terms. Define the infinite predictor
integrated sum as
A8,S,npg; fq “ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
gpωk,nqI8,npωk,n; fq.
We use the sequence of differences to prove the result:
AS,npg; pfpq ´ AS,npg; fq “ pAS,npg; pfpq ´ AS,npg; fpqq ` pAS,npg; fpq ´ A8,S,npg; fqq
`pA8,S,npg; fq ´ AS,npg; fqq. (A.22)
We start with the third term A8,S,npg; fq ´ AS,npg; fq
|AS,npg; fq ´ A8,S,npg; fq| ď 1
n
nÿ
k“1
|gpωk,nq|
ˇˇˇ´ pJnpωk,n; fq ´ pJ8,npωk,n; fq¯ Jnpωk,nqˇˇˇ
“ sup
ω
ˇˇˇ´ pJnpω; fq ´ pJ8,npω; fq¯ Jnpωqˇˇˇ ¨ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
|gpωk,nq| “ R0.
Using Theorem A.1 (A.3) and (A.4) we have that ErR0s “ Opn´Kq and varrR0s “ Opn´2Kq.
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Using a similar method we can show that the second term of above
|A8,S,npg; fpq ´ AS,npg; fq| ď sup
ω
ˇˇˇ´ pJ8,npω; fq ´ pJnpω; fpq¯ Jnpωqˇˇˇ ¨ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
|gpωk,nq| “ R1
where ErR1s “ Opn´1p´K`1q and varrR1s “ Opn´2p´2K`2q.
To bound the first term AS,npg; pfpq ´ AS,npg; fpq a little more care is required. We use the
expansion and notation from the proof of Theorem 2.3;
AS,npg; pfpq ´ AS,npg; fpq “ UL ` UR
where
UL “ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
gpωk,nqEn,Lpωk,nq and UR “ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
gpωk,nqEn,Rpωk,nq.
We further decompose UL into
UL “ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
gpωk,nqrE111pωk,nq ` E112pωk,nq ` E12pωk,nq ` E21pωk,nq ` E22pωk,nq
`E31pωk,nq ` E32pωk,nqs
“ U1,n ` U2,n ` U3,n,
where
U1,n “ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
gpωk,nqE111pωk,nq
U2,n “ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
gpωk,nq rE112pωk,nq ` E12pωk,nq ` E21pωk,nq ` E22pωk,nqs
U3,n “ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
gpωk,nq rE31pωk,nq ` E32pωk,nqs .
We note that a similar decomposition applies to the right hand decomposition, UR. Thus
the bounds we obtain for UL can also be applied to UR. To bound Ui,n for i “ 1, 2, 3, we will
treat the terms differently. Since
|U2,n| ď sup
ω
p|E112pωq| ` |E12pωq| ` |E21pωq| ` |E22pωq|q ¨ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
|gpωk,nq|,
we can use the bounds in the proof of Theorem 2.3 to show that ErU2,ns “ Opp3n´2q and
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varrU2,ns “ Opp6n´3q. Similarly we can show that U3,n “ Opppm{2n´m{4q. However, directly
applying the bounds for E111pωq to bound U1,n leads to a suboptimal bound for the variance
(of order p4{n2). By applying a more subtle approach, we utilize the sum over k. By using
the proof of Theorem 2.3, we can show that ErU1,ns “ Opp2n´2q. To obtain the variance we
expand varrU1,ns
varrU1,ns “ 1
n2
nÿ
k1,k2“1
gpωk1,nqgpωk2,nqcovrE111pωk1,nq, E111pωk2,nqs
“ 1
n2
nÿ
k1,k2“1
gpωk1,nqgpωk2,nq ˆ
pÿ
`1,`2“1
pÿ
j1,j2“0
cov pqµ`1pωk1,nqqcj1 , qµ`2pωk2,nqqcj2qq Bg`1,ppωk1,n, cpqBcj1 Bg`2,ppωk2,n, cpqBcj2
“ T1 ` T2 ` T3
where
T1 “ 1
n2
nÿ
k1,k2“1
pÿ
`1,`2“1
pÿ
j1,j2“0
hj1,j2pωk1,n, ωk2,nqcov rqµ`1pωk1,nq, qµ`2pωk2,nqs cov rqcj1 ,qcj2s
T2 “ 1
n2
nÿ
k1,k2“1
pÿ
`1,`2“1
pÿ
j1,j2“0
hj1,j2pωk1,n, ωk2,nqcov rqµ`1pωk1,nq,qcj2s cov rqµ`2pωk2,nq,qcj1s
T3 “ 1
n2
nÿ
k1,k2“1
pÿ
`1,`2“1
pÿ
j1,j2“0
hj1,j2pωk1,n, ωk2,nqcum rqµ`1pωk1,nq, qµ`2pωk2,nq,qcj1 ,qcj2s
and hj1,j2pωk1,n, ωk2,nq “ gpωk1,nqgpωk2,nq ¨ Bg`1,ppωk1,n, cpq{Bcj1 ¨ Bg`2,ppωk2,n, cpq{Bcj2 . Then, by
Lemma A.2, we have
sup
0ďj1,j2ďp
sup
ω1,ω2
|hj1,j2pω1, ω2q| ď C ă 8.
To bound above three terms, we first consider T2. We directly apply Lemma A.1 and this
gives cov rqµ`1pωk1,nq,qcj2s ¨ cov rqµ`2pωk2,nq,qcj1s “ Opn´4q and thus T2 “ Opp4n´4q.
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To bound T1, we expand cov rqµ`1pωk1,nq, qµ`2pωk2,nqs
cov rqµ`1pωk1,nq, qµ`2pωk2,nqs “ 1n2
nÿ
t1,t2“1
ˆ
cpt1 ´ t2qcp`1 ´ `2q ` cpt1 ´ `2qcpt2 ´ `1q
`κ4p`1 ´ t1, t2 ´ t1, `2 ´ t1q
˙
eit1ωk1,n´it2ωk2,n
“ 1
n2
nÿ
t1,t2“1
C`1,`2pt1, t2qeit1ωk1,n´it2ωk2,n .
Substituting the above into T1
T1 “ 1
n2
pÿ
`1,`2“1
pÿ
j1,j2“0
cov rqcj1 ,qcj2s nÿ
t1,t2“1
C`1,`2pt1, t2q 1n2
nÿ
k1,k2“1
hj1,j2pωk1,n, ωk2,nqeit1ωk1,n´it2ωk2,n .
Since by assumption the function gp¨q and its derivative are continuous on the torus r0, 2pis
and hj1,j2p¨, ¨q and its partial derivatives are continuous of r0, 2pis2, then by the Poisson
summation formula
1
n2
nÿ
k1,k2“1
hj1,j2pωk1,n, ωk2,nqeit1ωk1,n´it2ωk2,n “
ÿ
s1,s2PZ
apj1,j2qpt1 ` s1n,´t2 ` s2nq
where apj1,j2qpr1, r2q are the pr1, r2qth Fourier coefficients of hj1,j2p¨, ¨q and are absolutely
summable. Substituting the above into T1 and by Lemma A.2,
|T1| ď 1
n2
pÿ
`1,`2“1
pÿ
j1,j2“0
|cov rqcj1 ,qcj2s | nÿ
t1,t2“1
ÿ
s1,s2PZ
|C`1,`2pt1, t2q| ¨ |apj1,j2qpt1 ` s1n,´t2 ` s2nq|
ď C
n3
pÿ
`1,`2“1
pÿ
j1,j2“0
nÿ
t1,t2“1
ÿ
s1,s2PZ
|apj1,j2qpt1 ` s1n,´t2 ` s2nq|
“ Cp
2
n3
pÿ
j1,j2“0
ÿ
r1,r2PZ
|apj1,j2qpr1, r2q| “ O
ˆ
p4
n3
˙
.
Therefore, T1 “ Opp4n´3q. Finally, we consider T3. We use the expansions for
cumrqµ`1pωk1,nq, qµ`2pωk2,nq,qcj1 ,qcj2s given in the proof of Lemma A.1 together with the same
proof used to bound T1. This once again gives the bound T3 “ Opp4n´3q. Putting these
bounds together gives
(i) ErU1,ns “ Opp2n´2q and varrU1,ns “ Opp4n´3q.
(ii) ErU2,ns “ Opp3n´2q and varrU2,ns “ Opp6n´3q
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(iii) U3,n “ Opppm{2n´m{4q.
The above covers UL. The same set of bounds apply to UR. Thus altogether we have that
AS,npg; pfpq ´ AS,npg; fpq “ UL ` UR “ R2 ` E ,
where R2 is the term whose mean and variance can be evaluated and is ErR2s “ Opp2n´2q
and varrR2s “ Opp6n´3q and E is the term which has probabilistic bound E “ Opppm{2n´m{4q.
Finally, placing all the bounds into (A.22) we have
AS,npg; pfpq ´ AS,npg; fq “ R0 `R1 `R2 ` E “ ∆pgq ` E ,
where Er∆pgqs “ Opn´1p´K`1 ` p2n´2q, varr∆pgqs “ Opn´2p´K´2 ` p6n´3q and E “
Opppm{2n´m{4q thus yielding the desired result. l
PROOF of Corollary 3.1. We prove the result for AI,npg; pfpq, noting that a similar result
holds for AS,npg; pfpq. We recall
AI,npg; pfpq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωqIh,npω; pfpqdω
“ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωqJnpωqJh,npωqdω ` 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωq
´ pJnpω; pfpq ´ pJnpω; fq¯ Jh,npωqdω
` 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωq pJnpω; fqJh,npωqdω (A.23)
Using Theorem 3.1, we can bound the second termˇˇˇˇ
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωq
´ pJnpω; pfpq ´ pJnpω; fq¯ Jh,npωqdω ˇˇˇˇ “ Opˆpm{2
nm{4
` 1
npK´1
` p
3
n3{2
˙
.
For the third term, we use similar technique to prove equation (2.5), we have pJnpω; fqJh,npωq “
Oppn´1q. Therefore, integrability of g gives that the third term in (A.23) is Oppn´1q. Com-
bining above results, for m ě 6 where m from Assumption 2.2
1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωq pJnpω; pfpqJh,npωqdω
“ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωq
´ pJnpω; pfpq ´ pJnpω; fq¯ Jh,npωqdω ` 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωq pJnpω; fqJh,npωqdω
“ Op
ˆ
1
n
` p
m{2
nm{4
` 1
npK´1
` p
3
n3{2
˙
“ Op
ˆ
1
n
` p
3
n3{2
˙
. (A.24)
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Thus we focus on the first term of (A.23), which we define as
Ah,npgq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
gpωqJnpωqJh,npωqdω.
From (A.24) if
H1,n
H
1{2
2,n
ˆ
1
n
` p
3
n3{2
˙
Ñ 0
as p, n Ñ 8, then pH1,n{H1{22,n qAh,npgq is the dominating term in pH1,n{H1{22,n qAI,npg; pfpq.
Moreover, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have H1,n{H1{22,n ď n1{2, thus we can omit the
first term of the above condition and get condition (3.3).
Finally, by applying the techniques in Dahlhaus (1983) to pH1,n{H1{22,n qAh,npgq we can show
that
H21,n
H2,n
varrAh,npgqs “ pV1 ` V2 ` V3q ` op1q.
Since pH1,n{H1{22,n qAI,npg; pfpq “ pH1,n{H1{22,n qAh,npgq ` opp1q, this proves the result. l
A.3 Technical lemmas
The purpose of this section is to prove the main two lemmas which are required to prove
Theorems 2.3 and 3.1.
Lemma A.1 Suppose Assumption 2.2 holds. Let
qµ`pωq “ n´1 nÿ
t“1
pXtX` ´ ErXtX`sqeitω and qcj “ pcj,n ´ Erpcj,ns,
where pcj,n “ n´1 řn´|j|t“1 XtXt`|j|. Then for any I and J of size r and s with r “ 0, 1, 2 and
r ` s “ m ě 2
cum
´qµb0I ,qcbmJ ¯ “ O `n´m`1˘ r “ 0,m ě 2 (A.25)
cum
´qµb1I ,qcbm´1J ¯ “
#
O pn´mq r “ 1,m “ 2
O pn´m`1q r “ 1,m ě 3 (A.26)
cum
´qµb2I ,qcbm´2J ¯ “
#
O pn´m`1q r “ 2,m “ 2, 3
O pn´m`2q r “ 2,m ě 4 (A.27)
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The next result is a little different to the above and concerns the bias of pcj,n. Suppose
Assumption 2.1 (ii) holds. Then,
sup
0ďjďn
|Erpcj,ns ´ cj| “ Opn´1q. (A.28)
PROOF. By assumption 2.1 (ii), sup0ďjďn n|Erpcjs ´ cj| “ sup0ďjďn |jcj| “ Op1q as nÑ 8,
thus (A.28) holds.
Before we show (A.25)„(A.27), it is interesting to observe the differences in rates. We
first consider the very simple case and from this, we sketch how to generalize it. When
m “ 2,
|cum pqµi,qcjq | ď 1
n2
nÿ
t“1
n´|j|ÿ
τ“1
|covpXtXieitω, XτXτ`jq|
ď 1
n2
nÿ
t“1
n´|j|ÿ
τ“1
ˇˇ
covpXt, Xτ qcovpXi, Xτ`rq
`covpXt, Xτ`jqcovpXi, Xτ q ` cumpXt, Xi, Xτ , Xτ`jq
ˇˇ
.
Under Assumption 2.2,
nÿ
t“1
n´|j|ÿ
τ“1
p|κ2pt´ τqκ2pi´ τ ` jq| ` |κ2pt´ τ ´ jqκ2pi´ τq| ` |κ4pi´ t, τ ´ t, τ ` j ´ tq|q ă 8
for all n. Thus
|cum pqµi,qcjq | “ Opn´2q.
This is in contrast to
cum pqcj1 ,qcj2q “ 1n2
n´|j1|ÿ
t“1
n´|j2|ÿ
τ“1
covpXtXt`j1 , XτXτ`j2q
“ 1
n2
n´|j1|ÿ
t“1
n´|j2|ÿ
τ“1
“
covpXt, Xτ qcovpXt`j1 , Xτ`j2q ` covpXt, Xτ`j2qcovpXt`j1 , Xτ q
`cumpXt, Xt`j1 , Xτ , Xτ`j2q
‰
“ n´2
n´|j1|ÿ
t“1
n´|j2|ÿ
τ“1
“
κ2pt´ τqκ2pt´ τ ` j1 ´ j2q ` κ2pt´ τ ´ j2qκ2pt´ τ ` j1q
`κ4pj1, τ ´ t, τ ´ t` j2q
‰
.
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and
cum pqµi1 , qµi2q “ 1n2
nÿ
t,τ“1
covpXtXi1eitω, XτXi2eiτωq
“ n´2
nÿ
t,τ“1
eipt´τqω
“
κ2pt´ τqκ2pi1 ´ i2q ` κ2pt´ i2qκ2pτ ´ i1q
`κ4pi1 ´ t, τ ´ t, i2 ´ tq
‰
.
Unlike cum pqµi,qcjq, there is a term that contains pt´ τq which cannot be separable. Thus
|cum pqcj1 ,qcj2q| “ Opn´1q, |cum pqµi1 , qµi2q| “ Opn´1q.
From the above examples, it is important to find the number of “free” parameters in
each term of the indecomposable partition. For example, in cum pqµi,qcjq there are 3 possible
indecomposable partitions, and for the first term, |κ2pt´τqκ2pi´τ`jq|, we can reparametrize
z1 “ t´ τ, z2 “ τ
then by the assumption,
n´2
nÿ
t“1
n´|j|ÿ
τ“1
|κ2pt´ τqκ2pi´ τ ` jq| ď n´2
ÿ
z1,z2PZ
|κ2pz1qκ2pi` j ´ z2q| ă Cn´2.
However, for the first term of cum pqcj1 ,qcj2q, κ2pt´ τqκ2pt´ τ ` j1´ j2q, there is only one free
parameter which is pt´ τq and thus gives a lower order, Opn´1q.
Lets consider the general order when m ą 2. To show (A.25), it is equivalent to show
the number of “free” parameters in each indecomposable partition are at least m´ 1, then,
gives an order at least Opn´m`1q which proves (A.25). To show this, we use a mathmatical
induction for m. We have shown above that (A.25) holds when m “ 2. Next, assume that
(A.25) holds for m, and consider
cum
`qcbmJ ,qcj˘ “ n´1 n´|j|ÿ
t“1
cum
`qcbmJ , XtXt`j˘ “ n´pm`1q n´|j|ÿ
t“1
ÿ
vPΓ
cumv
`qcbmJ , XtXt`j˘
where Γ is a set of all indecomposable partitions, and cumv is a product of joint cumulants
characterized by the partition v. Then, we can separate Γ into 2 cases.
‚ The first case, Γ1, is that the partition it still be an indecomposable partition for qcbmJ
after removing tt, t` ju. In this case, by the induction hypothesis, there are at least m´ 1
free parameters in the partition, plus “t”, thus at least m free parameters.
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‚ The second case, Γ2, is that the partition becomes a decomposable partition for qcbmJ
after removing tt, t ` ju. Then, it is easy to show that Γ2ztt, t ` ju “ A Y B where A and
B are indecomposable partitions with elements 2a and 2b respectively where a ` b “ m.
Moreover,t and t` j are in the different indecomposable partitions A and B. In this case,
n´|j|ÿ
t“1
ÿ
vPΓ2
cumv
`qcbmJ , XtXt`j˘ “ n´|j|ÿ
t“1
ÿ
v1PA
cumv1
`qcbaJA , Xt˘ ÿ
v1PB
cumv2
´qcbbJB , Xt`j¯ .
In the first term
`qcbaJA , Xt˘, there are at least a ´ 1 free parameters plus “t”, and thusř
v1PA cumv1
`qcbaJA , Xt˘ “ Op1q, thus
n´m`1
n´|j|ÿ
t“1
ÿ
v1PA
cumv1
`qcbaJA , Xt˘ ÿ
v1PB
cumv2
´qcbbJB , Xt`j¯ ď Cn´m`1 n´|j|ÿ
t“1
1 “ Opn´mq.
Therefore, by induction (A.25) is true. For (A.26), when m ą 2, it loses an order of one.
For example, when m “ 3
|cumpqµi,qcj1 ,qcj2q| ď 1n3
nÿ
t1“1
n´j1ÿ
t2“1
n´j2ÿ
t3“1
|cumpXt1Xi, Xt2Xt2`j1 , Xt3Xt3`j2q|.
Then, above contains an indecomposable partition (see left panel of Figure 8)
n´3
nÿ
t1“1
n´j1ÿ
t2“1
n´j2ÿ
t3“1
|cumpXt1 , Xt2 , Xt2`j1qcumpXi, Xt3 , Xt3`j2q|
“ n´3
˜
nÿ
t1“1
n´j1ÿ
t2“1
|κ3pt2 ´ t1, t2 ´ t1 ` j1q|
¸˜
n´j2ÿ
t3“1
|κ3pt3, t3 ` j2 ´ iq|
¸
“ Opn´2q.
Similarly, for (A.27), when m “ 4, cumpqµi1 , qµi2 ,qcj1 ,qcj2q contains an indecomposable parti-
Figure 8: Left: indecomposable partition of cumpqµi,qcj1 ,qcj2q. Right: indecomposable partition
of cumpqµi1 , qµi2 ,qcj1 ,qcj2q
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tion (see right panel of Figure 8)
n´4
ÿ
t1,t2,t3,t4
|cumpXt1 , Xt4 , Xt4`j2qcumpXt2 , Xt3 , Xt3`j1qcumpXi1 , Xi2q|
ď Cn´4
˜
nÿ
t1,t4“1
|κ3pt4 ´ t1, t4 ´ t1 ` j2q|
¸˜
nÿ
t2,t3“1
|κ3pt3 ´ t2, t3 ´ t2 ` j1q|
¸
“ Opn´2q.
thus loses an order of two. Proof for (A.26) and (A.27) in a general case uses a similar
induction argument from the above but we omit the proof. l
We now need to prove that the derivative of the random function gp¨q defined in Theorem
2.3, equation (A.15) is bounded in probability. We recall these bounds are required to show
that the final term in the Taylor expansion of pJnpω; fpq ´ pJnpω; fpq with respect to tcjupj“0 is
bounded in probability.
To do so, we define the following notation. Let rcp “ prc0,rc1, . . . ,rcpq1 be a random vector
such that rcp is a convex combination of the true covariance vector cp “ pc0, . . . , cpq1 and
the sample covariance vector pcp “ ppc0,n, . . . ,pcp,nq1. Thus rcs is also a sample covariance
that inherits many of the properties of the original sample covariance pcs,n. Based on these
definitions we define the matrix and vector rRp,nand rp,n where p rRp,nqs,t “ rcs´t and prp,nqs “rcs. As our aim is to bound the derivatives in the proof Theorem 2.3, using (A.15) and (A.16)
we define the random function
g`,ppω,rcp,nq “ r1p,n rR´1p,ne`pωq
1´ r1p rR´1p,ne0pωq “ ra`,ppωq1´ ra0,ppωq (A.29)
where
ra`,ppωq “ p´ÿ`
s“0
ra``s,ne´isω, a0 ” 0,
rap,n “ rR´1p,nrp,n and e`pωq is defined in (A.17). In the following lemma we show that the
derivatives of g`,ppω,rcp,nq are uniformly bounded in probability.
Lemma A.2 Suppose Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold with m “ 2. For 1 ď ` ď p, let
g`,ppω,rcpq be defined as in (A.29), where we recall rcp denote a convex combination of the true
covariances cp “ pc0, . . . , cpq1 and the sample autocovariances pcp “ ppc0,n, . . . ,pcp,nq1.
If p3{2n´1{2 Ñ 0 as p, nÑ 8, then for k P N` we have
sup
ω
sup
1ď`ďp
sup
0ďj1,...,jkďp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇBkg`,ppω,rcpqBrcj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Brcjk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ Opp1q.
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PROOF. First some simple preliminary comments are in order. We observe that ra`,ppωq is
a linear function of rap “ pra1,p, ...,rap,pq1 and rap “ rR´1p rp. Therefore
g`,ppω,rcp,nq “ r1p,n rR´1p,ne`pωq
1´ r1p rR´1p,ne0pωq “ ra`,ppωq1´ ra0,ppωq
is an analytic function of rcp, thus for all k we can evaluate its k order partial derivative.
Since g`,ppω,rcp,nq is a function of rap we require some consistency results on rap. By Lemma
A.1 (here we use Assumptions 2.1(ii) and 2.2), it is easy to show sups Erpcs,n´css2 “ Opn´1{2q
and rcs is a convex combination of pcs,n and cs, then sups Errcs ´ css2 “ Opn´1{2q. Thus sincerap “ rR´1p rp we have ˇˇrap ´ ap ˇˇ1 “ Opppn´1{2q. (A.30)
where | ¨ |p is an `p-norm. With this in hand, we can prove that the derivatives of g`,ppω,rcpq
are uniformly bounded in probability. We give the precise details below.
In order to prove the result, we first consider the first derivative of g`,ppω,rcp,nq. By the
chain rule, we have
Bg`,p
Brcj “
pÿ
r“1
Bg`,p
Brar,p Brar,pBrcj (A.31)
where basic algebra gives
Bg`,p
Brar,p “ e
´irω
p1´ ra0,ppωqq2 ˆ
# ra`,ppωq r ă `
ei`ωp1´ř`´1s“1 ras,pe´isωq r ě ` (A.32)
and ˆBra1,p
Brcj , . . . , Brap,pBrcj
˙1
“ BrapBrcj “ BBrcj rR´1p rp “ rR´1p
˜
B rRp
Brcj
¸rap ` rR´1p BrpBrcj . (A.33)
Therefore to bound (A.31) we take its absolute. We will bound the left hand side of an
inequality below ˇˇˇˇBg`,p
Brcj
ˇˇˇˇ
ď sup
ω,s,`
ˇˇˇˇBg`,p
Bras,p
ˇˇˇˇ pÿ
r“1
ˇˇˇˇBrar,p
Brcj
ˇˇˇˇ
, (A.34)
which will prove the result for the first derivative. Therefore, we bound each term:
supω,s,` |Bg`,p{Bras,p| and pBra1,p{Brcj, . . . , Brap,p{Brcjq.
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A bound for supω,s,` |Bg`,p{Bras,p| Using (A.32) gives
sup
1ď`,rďp
sup
ω
ˇˇˇˇBg`,ppω,rcq
Brar,p
ˇˇˇˇ
ď sup
ω
sup
1ď`ďp
1
|1´řps“1 ras,pe´isω|2
˜
p´ÿ`
s“0
ˇˇras``,pe´isω ˇˇ` |1´ pÿ
s“1
ras,pe´isω|¸
ď sup
ω
1
|1´řps“1 ras,pe´isω|2
˜
1` 2
pÿ
s“1
|ras,p|¸ . (A.35)
We first bound the denominator of the above. It is clear that
inf
ω
|1´
pÿ
s“1
ras,pe´isω| ě inf
ω
˜
|1´
pÿ
s“1
as,pe
´isω| ´ |
pÿ
s“1
pas,p ´ ras,pqe´isω|¸
ě inf
ω
˜
|1´
pÿ
s“1
as,pe
´isω| ´
pÿ
s“1
|as,p ´ ras,p|¸ .
By using (A.30), we have |ap ´ rap|1 “ Opppn´1{2q thus for pn´1{2 Ñ 0, we have thatřp
s“1 |as,p ´ ras,p| “ opp1q. Moreover, by Assumption 2.1(i) (and the Baxter’s inequal-
ity), the first term is bounded away from 0 for large p. Therefore, we conclude that
infω |1´řps“1 ras,pe´isω| is bounded away in probability from zero, thus giving
1
|1´řps“1 ras,pe´isω|2 “ Opp1q (A.36)
as n, p Ñ 8 and pn´1{2 Ñ 0. This bounds the denominator of (A.35). Next to bound the
numerator in (A.35) we use again (A.30)
pÿ
s“1
|ras,p| ď pÿ
s“1
|as,p| `
pÿ
s“1
|ras,p ´ as,p| “ Opp1` pn´1{2q. (A.37)
Therefore, by (A.36) and (A.37) we have
sup
ω
sup
1ď`ďp
sup
1ďkďp
ˇˇˇˇBg`,ppω,rcq
Brak,p
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opp1q. (A.38)
A bound for pBra1,p{Brcj, . . . , Brap,p{Brcjq We use the expansion in (A.33):
ˆBa1,p
Bcj , . . . ,
Bap,p
Bcj
˙1
“ BapBcj “
B
BcjR
´1rp “ R´1p
ˆBRp
Bcj
˙
ap `R´1p
Brp
Bcj .
We observe that the structure of Toeplitz matrix of Rp means that BRp{Bcj has ones on the
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lower and upper jth diagonal and is zero elsewhere and Brp{Bcj is one at the jth entry and
zero elsewhere. Using these properties we have
sup
0ďjďp
ˇˇˇˇBRp
Bcj ap
ˇˇˇˇ
1
ď 2
pÿ
s“1
|as,p| and sup
0ďjďp
ˇˇˇˇ
R´1p
Brp
Bcj
ˇˇˇˇ
1
ď }R´1p }1
where }A}p is an operator norm induced by the vector `p-norm. Therefore, using the above
and the inequality |Ax|1 ď }A}1|x|1 gives
sup
0ďjďp
pÿ
s“1
ˇˇˇˇBras,p
Brcj
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ rR´1p B rRpBrcj rap
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
`
ˇˇˇˇ rR´1p BrpBrcj
ˇˇˇˇ
1
ď 2} rR´1p }1 pÿ
s“1
|ras,p| ` } rR´1p }1 ď } rR´1p }1
˜
2
pÿ
s“1
|ras,p| ` 1¸ , (A.39)
where we note that in (A.37) we have shown that
řp
s“1 |ras,p| “ Opp1 ` pn´1{2q. Next we
show } rR´1p }1 “ Opp1q. To do this we define the circulant matrix Cppf´1q where
pCppf´1qqu,v “ n´1
pÿ
k“1
f´1
ˆ
2pik
p
˙
exp
ˆ
´ipu´ vq2pik
p
˙
“
ÿ
rPZ
Kf´1pu´ v ` rpq
with Kf´1prq “ p2piq´1
ş2pi
0
f´1pωqe´irωdω. By using Theorem 3.2 in SY20,
}R´1p }1 ď }Cppf´1q}1 ` }R´1p ´ Cppf´1q}1 ď }Cppf´1q}1 ` Apfq
where Apfq is a finite constant that does not depend on p (the exact form is given in SY20).
Furthermore we have
}Cppf´1q}1 “ max
1ďvďp
pÿ
u“1
|Cppf´1qu,v| ď max
1ďvďp
pÿ
u“1
ÿ
rPZ
|Kf´1pu´ v ` rpq| “
ÿ
rPZ
|Kf´1prq| ă 8.
altogether this gives }R´1p }1 “ Op1q. To bound the random matrix } rR´1p }1 we use that
} rR´1p }1 ď }R´1p }1 ` } rR´1p ´R´1p }1 ď }R´1p }1 `?p} rR´1p ´R´1p }2.
By using similar argument to Corollary 1 in McMurry and Politis (2015), we have } rR´1p ´
R´1p }2 “ Oppn´1{2q. Thus, if p3{2n´1{2 Ñ 0 as p and n Ñ 8, then } rR´1p }1 “ Opp1q.
Substituting this into (A.39) gives
sup
0ďjďp
pÿ
s“1
ˇˇˇˇBras,p
Brcj
ˇˇˇˇ
ď } rR´1p }1
˜
2
pÿ
s“1
|ras,p| ` 1¸ “ Opp1q. (A.40)
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‚ Bound for the first derivatives Substituting the two bounds above into (A.34), gives the
bound for the first derivative:
sup
ω
ˇˇˇˇBg`,ppω,rcpq
Brcj
ˇˇˇˇ
ď sup
ω
sup
1ď`ďp
sup
1ďkďp
ˇˇˇˇBg`,ppω,rcpq
Brak,p
ˇˇˇˇ
} rR´1p }1
˜
2
pÿ
s“1
|ras,p| ` 1¸ “ Op p1q .
‚ Bound for the second derivatives To simplify notation, we drop the subscript p in ak,p
(though we should keep in mind it is a function of p). Using the chain rule we have
B2g`,p
BciBcj “
pÿ
r“1
Bg`,p
Bar ¨
B2ar
BciBcj `
pÿ
r1,r2“1
B2g`,p
Bar1Bar2 ¨
Bar1
Bci ¨
Bar2
Bcj .
Thus taking absolute of the above gives
ˇˇˇˇ B2g`,p
BciBcj
ˇˇˇˇ
ď sup
k,ω
ˇˇˇˇBg`,p
Bak
ˇˇˇˇ pÿ
k“1
ˇˇˇˇ B2ak
BciBcj
ˇˇˇˇ
` sup
r1,r2,ω
ˇˇˇˇ B2g`,p
Bar1Bar2
ˇˇˇˇ ˜ pÿ
r“1
ˇˇˇˇBar
Bci
ˇˇˇˇ¸2
. (A.41)
We now bound the terms in (A.41). We first consider the term B2g`,p{BakBat, which by using
(A.32) is
B2g`,p
BakBat “
e´ipk`tqω
p1´ a0,ppωqq3 ˆ
$’&’%
a`,ppωq k, t ă `
ei`ωp1´ř`´1s“1 ase´isωq ` a`,ppωq k ă ` ď t
ei`ωp1´ř`´1s“1 ase´isωq k, t ě `
Therefore, using a similar argument as used to bound (A.38), we have
sup
ω
sup
1ď`,k,tďp
ˇˇˇˇB2g`,ppω,rcpq
BrakBrat
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opp1q (A.42)
with pn´1{2 Ñ 0 as pÑ 8 and nÑ 8
Next, we obtain a probabilistic bound for |B2ra{BrciBrcj|1. Note that by (A.33)
B2ap
BciBcj “ R
´1
p
ˆBRp
Bci
˙
R´1p
ˆBRp
Bcj
˙
ap `R´1p
ˆBRp
Bci
˙
R´1p
Brp
Bcj
`R´1p
ˆBRp
Bcj
˙
R´1p
ˆBRp
Bci
˙
ap `R´1p
ˆBRp
Bcj
˙
R´1p
Brp
Bci
“ R´1p
ˆBRp
Bci
˙ Bap
Bcj `R
´1
p
ˆBRp
Bcj
˙ Bap
Bci .
Our focus will be on the first term of right hand side of the above. By symmetry, bound for
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the second term is the same. Using the submultiplicative of the operator norm we haveˇˇˇˇ
R´1p
ˆBRp
Bci
˙ Bap
Bcj
ˇˇˇˇ
1
ď }R´1p
ˆBRp
Bci
˙
}1
ˇˇˇˇBap
Bcj
ˇˇˇˇ
1
ď }R´1p }1}BRpBci }1
ˇˇˇˇBap
Bcj
ˇˇˇˇ
1
ď 2}R´1p }1
ˇˇˇˇBap
Bcj
ˇˇˇˇ
1
.
Therefore by (A.40),
sup
0ďi,jďp
ˇˇˇˇ B2rap
BrciBrcj
ˇˇˇˇ
1
ď 4} rR´1p }1 sup
0ďjďp
ˇˇˇˇBrap
Brcj
ˇˇˇˇ
1
“ Op p1q . (A.43)
The bounds in (A.42) and (A.43) gives bounds for two of the terms in (A.41). The remaining
two terms in (A.41) involve only first derivatives and bounds for these terms are given in
equations (A.38) and (A.40). Thus by using (A.41) and the four bounds described above we
have
sup
ω
sup
1ď`ďp
sup
0ďj1,j2ďp
ˇˇˇˇ B2g`,p
Brcj1Brcj2 pω,rcp,nq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opp1q,
which gives a bound for the second derivative.
‚ Bounds for the higher order derivatives The bounds for the higher order derivatives follows
a similar pattern. We bound the mth order derivatives
Bmg`,p
Brat1Brat2 . . . Bratm and B
mrap
Brci1Brci1 . . . Brcim ,
using the methods described above. In particular, we can show thatˇˇˇˇ Bmg`,p
Brat1Brat2 . . . Bratm
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opp1q and
ˇˇˇˇ Bmra
Brcj1Brcj1 . . . Brcjm
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opp1q.
Since these bounds hold for 1 ď m ď k, by using the chain rule we have
sup
ω
sup
1ď`ďp
sup
0ďj1,...,jkďp
ˇˇˇˇ Bkg`,p
Brcj1Brcj2 . . . Brcjk pω,rcpq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opp1q.
This proves the lemma. l
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B Additional simulations and data analysis
B.1 The autocorrelation estimator
In this section, we estimate the autocorrelation function (ACF) using the integrated peri-
odogram estimator in Section 3. Recall that we estimate the autocovariances using
c˘nprq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
cosprωqrInpωqdω (B.1)
where rInp¨q is one of the periodograms in Section 4. Based on c˘nprq, the natural estimator
of the ACF at lag r is
ρ˘nprq “ c˘nprq
c˘np0q .
Note that if rInp¨q is the regular periodogram, c˘np¨q and ρ˘np¨q become the classical sample
autocovariances and sample ACFs respectively.
We generate the Gaussian time series from (M1) and (M2) in Section 4 and evaluate the
ACF estimators at lag r “ 0, 1, ..., 10. For the computational purpose, we approximate (B.1)
using Reimann sum over 500 uniform partitions on r0, 2pis.
Figures 9´11 show the average (left panels), bias (middle panels), and the mean squared
error (MSE; right panels) of the ACF estimators at each lag for different models and sample
sizes. Analogous to the results in Section 4.1, we observe that the complete and complete
tapered periodogram significantly reduce the bias as compared to the regular (black) and
tapered (blue) periodogram for all the models.
The MSE paints a complex picture. From the left panels in Figures 9´11 for (M1), we
observe when the lag r is odd, the true ρprq “ 0. For these lags, all the ACF estimators
are almost unbiased, and the variance dominates. This is why we observe the oscillation
the MSE in (M1) over r. For (M2), the bias of all estimators are very small even for an
extremely small sample size n=20, and thus the variance dominates. For the small sample
sizes (n=20 and 50), MSE of the complete periodograms is larger then the classical methods
(Regular and tapered). Whereas for the large sample size (n=300), it seems that the tapering
increases the MSE.
To assess the overall performance of the ACF estimators, we evaluate the averaged mean
squared error (MSE) and squared bias (BIAS)
MSE “ 1
10B
10ÿ
r“1
Bÿ
j“1
pρ˘pjqn prq ´ ρprqq2, BIAS “ 110
10ÿ
r“1
˜
B´1
Bÿ
j“1
ρ˘pjqn prq ´ ρprq
¸2
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Figure 9: ACF: The average (left), bias (middle), and MSE (right) of the ACF estimators
at lag r “ 0, ..., 10. The length of the time series n “ 20.
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Figure 10: ACF: Same as Figure 9 but for n “ 50.
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Figure 11: ACF: Same as Figure 9 but for n “ 300.
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where ρ˘pjq is the jth replication of one of the ACF estimators. The results are summarized
in Table 3. As described above, our method has a marked gain in the BIAS compared to the
classical ACF estimators for all models. Moreover, the MSE is comparable, at least for our
models, and even has a smaller MSE when the sample size is small and/or there is a strong
dependent in the lags.
Model n metric Regular Tapered Complete(True) Complete(Est) Tapered complete
(M1), λ “ 0.7
20
MSE 0.038 0.040 0.038 0.044 0.046
BIAS 0.002 0.002 0 0.001 0.001
50
MSE 0.021 0.023 0.021 0.022 0.024
BIAS 0 0 0 0 0
300
MSE 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004
BIAS 0 0 0 0 0
(M1), λ “ 0.9
20
MSE 0.061 0.064 0.045 0.062 0.063
BIAS 0.023 0.025 0.003 0.008 0.008
50
MSE 0.030 0.032 0.025 0.029 0.030
BIAS 0.005 0.005 0.001 0.002 0.002
300
MSE 0.005 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.005
BIAS 0 0 0 0 0
(M1), λ “ 0.95
20
MSE 0.077 0.082 0.039 0.063 0.064
BIAS 0.045 0.049 0.004 0.015 0.014
50
MSE 0.032 0.034 0.022 0.027 0.028
BIAS 0.011 0.011 0.002 0.003 0.003
300
MSE 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.004
BIAS 0 0 0 0 0
(M2)
20
MSE 0.062 0.065 ´ 0.074 0.077
BIAS 0.006 0.006 ´ 0.002 0.002
50
MSE 0.036 0.040 ´ 0.040 0.042
BIAS 0.001 0.001 ´ 0 0
300
MSE 0.008 0.009 ´ 0.008 0.008
BIAS 0 0 ´ 0 0
Table 3: MSE and BIAS of an ACF estimators.
B.2 Analysis of sunspot data
We conclude by returning to the sunspot data which first motivated Schuster to define the
periodogram 120 years ago.
Sunspots are visibly darker areas that are apparent on the surface of the Sun that are
captured from satellite imagery or man-made orbiting telescopes. The darker appearance of
these areas is due to their relatively cooler temperatures compared to other parts of the Sun
that are attributed to the relatively stronger magnetic fields.
There is a rich history of analysis of the sunspot data and probably Schuster (1897, 1906)
is the first one who analyzed this data in a frequency domain. Schuster developed the “pe-
riodogram” to study periodicities in sunspot activity. As mentioned in the introduction the
Sunspot data has since served as a benchmark for developing several theories and method-
ologies and theories related to spectral analysis of time series. A broader account of these
analyses can be found in Chapter 6´8 of Bloomfield (2004) and references therein.
In this section we implement the four comparator periodograms in Section 4 to estimate
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and corroborate the spectrum of the sunspot data. The dataset we have used is a subset of the
data available at the World Data Center Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Observations
(WDC-SILSO), Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels (http://sidc.be/silso/). We use
length n=3168 total monthly count of sunspots from Jan 1749 to Dec 2013. All periodograms
are computed after removing the sample mean from the data. Figure 12 shows the time
series plot (right), four different periodograms (middle) and smoothed periodograms (right).
We smooth the periodogram using the Bartlett window function from Section 4.2 with the
bandwidth m “ 5 (« n1{5).
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Figure 12: Right: Monthly Sunspot time series plot of length 3168 (264 years) starting from
Jan 1749. Middle: Trajectories of the four different periodograms; regular, regular tapered,
complete and tapered complete periodogram. left: Smoothed periodograms using Bartlett
window.
From the middle panel of Figure 12, we observe that all the periodograms detect the
peak corresponding to maximum sunspot activity at the 11-year cycle. The peak at the
11-year cycle (frequency 0.046) for the complete periodogram (orange) is the largest, at
about 7.1 ˆ 105, the regular (black) and complete tapered(green) periodogram is slightly
lower at about 6.98 ˆ 105. Whereas, the tapered periodogram (blue) is the lowest at about
6.25 ˆ 105. Looking at in the neighbourhood of the main peak, we observe that there is
very little difference between all the periodograms. This suggests that these “side peaks”
in the neighbourhood of 0.046 are not an artifact of the periodogram but a feature of the
data. Which further suggests that the sunspot data does not contain a fixed period but a
quasi-dominant period in the frequencies range 0.042´0.058 (9.1´12.6 years). The effect is
clearer after smoothing the periodogram (right panel of Figure 12). Smoothing the complete
and tapered complete periodogram yields a more dominant peak at 0.046 (11 years), but the
quasi-frequency band remains. Further, a secondary dominate frequency is seen in the very
low frequency around 0.006 (88 years) which is more pronounced when the smoothing is done
using the (regular) tapered periodogram and tapered complete periodogam. In summary,
due to the large sample size all the different periodograms exhibit very similar behaviour.
However, even within the large sample setting (where theoretically all the periodograms are
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asymptotically equivalent) the complete periodograms appear to better capture the ampli-
tude of the peak.
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